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By Michael RoaeUi 
Lupida Sequiero is a lesbian activ-
ist who travels through her native Nica-
ragua educatiDg about lesbian and gay 
issues, andorganizing 'collectives.' 1be 
Stonewall committees of Maine, New 
Hampshire and Vennont have agreed to 
sponsor her travel expenses to Stone-
wall 2S so she can lobby the United 
Nations. She will be coming with the 
full knowledge that to be lesbian or gay, 
· or to teach about the 'crime' in Nicara-
gua, is against the Nicaraguan Penal 
Code. Undoubtedly she will be anested 
upon her return to her homeland 
In order · to raise the airfare for 
LupidaSequiero, and to encourage folks 
to participate in a letter writing cam-. 
paign to the Nicaraguan government 
demanding her safe return home and 
freedom for all Nicaraguanlesbiam and 
gay men:, a special banner bas been cre-
ated. 'Ibis banner will be sent to the 
Lesbian and Gay Archives as a penna-
nent Stonewall 2S artifact. For ·a $5 
donation you can sign your name to the 
banner as a supporter of Lupida specifi-
cally, and human rights for sexual mi-
norities the world over. 1be banner will 
be available at a reception s~ed to 
follow the Portland Pride Rally on Fri-
day evening, June 17th, at City Hall 
Plaza. Letter writing materials and more 
inf onnation about bow specific groups 
can borrow the banner for fund-raising 
will also be available at that time. 
'Ibis banner represents the spirit of 
the International March on the United 
Nations. Across the newly freed Soviet 
countries, through the Arab world, Asia 
and South America, hundreds of gay, 
lesbian, bisexual and transgendered 
peoplecannotcometoStonewalltolobby 
and embarrass their governments. They 
are in prisons or they have already been 
exeaited, abducted. ~ murdered, or 
left to starve in silence for simply loving 
someone. In 1991, Iran executed over 
70 gay, or peICeived to be gay, men and 
women by throwing them over cliffs. It 
is time to speak for them and for .our-
selves as people to be included in the 
United Nations' neglected, but essen-
tial, Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights. 
As of this writing, the New York 
City Mayor's office is still impeding the 
planning of the Stonewall Intemational 
March. Precise lineup areas and other 
details are not available. Stonewall plan-
Discrimination directed at any group is 
inconsistent with our time honored Moine values 
of fairness, tolerance and equal opportunity 
for all. I will introduce and work for passage of . 
a bill prohibiting discrimination against gays and 
lesbians in matters of credit, employment, 
housing, and public accommodation. And I 
will vigorously fight hate crimes through 
prevention programs and the support and 
expansion of current law enforcement efforts. 
Sponsored by Pot Peard, Lorry Bliss, Ann Donaghy, and Deborah Rice. 
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about the obstacles against the march 
routes, :Where does an elephant sit?" 
1be planners are asking people to refrain 
from calling theStonewall 25 Office and 
to seek information from their state/lo-
cal committees. (Maine: 21)7 /871-9940, 
New Hampshire: 603/382-9308.) 
There are several good sources of 
information in New York. The Lesbian 
and Gay Community Center at 21)8 W. 
l~th Street, about three blocks north-
west of tbe Stonewall Inn, will. have a 
"Welcoming Center"fortheentire week-
end. The Lesbian and Gay Visitors 
Bureau· is another excellent source · on 
W. 20th Street. At airports and all major 
subway and tourist points you will find 
St9newall guide personnel with the lat-
est answers to your direction inquiries. 
Also, look for The List, Pride Guide, HX 
Gay Games Guide, or any of a dozen 
"Village" publications at any comer 
~wsstand. . The_ local straight papers 
will also list the areas of New York 
blocked off from traffic.around the UN. 
If all else fails, bring a radio as the entire 
event will be broadcast on two FM local 
stations. 
Should you still be looking for ac-
commodations at this late date, call the 
international contingents, some 64 of 
them, first Maine, New Hampshire, and 
Vermont have joined as one marching 
unit and have been able to secure a 
position in the first third and first lineup 
session of die March. We have been 
asked to be in the United Nations area at 
10 am, although realistically we will not 
leave til after noon. When in the UN 
area, just ask a street marshal or hospi-
tality guide for directions to the Maine 
contingent We will also be known as 
the Tri-State Alliance. It is expected that 
we will step off before 2 pm, making it 
possible to catch the entire rally which 
starts at 5 pm, featuring an international 
program of diverse speakers and musi-
cal artists. 
·The Tri-State group is seeking 
marshals (who get a free T-shirt), light 
medical assistance, and performers to 
work with the Stonewall marshals for 
our group. In an effort to network the 
northeast region ·of Maine, New Hamp-
shire and Vermont, specific groups from 
each state (youth, political, etc.) will be 
See Stonewall, page 15 
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Selection of new staff well under way, according to 
Executive Director, Shields 
by Bruce Balboni, Managing Editor 
The AIDS Project (fAP) will be 
losing Sandy Titus, their extremely able 
and caring Support Services Coordina-
tor. Titus provided CPR with the fol-
lowing press release: 
"Sandy Titu~, R.N., Support Ser-
vices Coordinator (or The AIDS Project 
for 2 1/2 years, will be leaving her posi-
tion in July to join Stratogen Health, a 
comprehensive, unique health care cen-
ter, emphasizing the partnership ap-
proach to health~ in order to treat all 
aspects of HIV disease. Stratogen-the 
name means new strategies for health, 
living and coping with HIV - will be 
opening in Portland in July. Sandy will 
continue herinvolvement in the founda-
tion of Peabody House and Peabody 
House Services and close collaboration 
with TAP (IbeAIDS Project)and people 
living with the virus." 
Educator, is also leaving. Griswold bas 
been with TAP for 4 years. He will 
pursue a Master's Degree in Public 
Health at the University of Laval in 
Quebec City, Quebec, Canada He's 
chosen to live in Quebec not only to go 
to school, but to be with Gaetan, bis 
boyfriend. 
DeborahShields,ExecutiveDirec-
tor of TAP, said they will miss all three 
use her medical skills. She wished good 
luck to Maik and Cathy in graduate 
school, adding that TAP is working to 
fill all three positions as soon as pos-
sible. The selection process is well un-
der way, and TAP bas had plenty of 
advanced notice. 
In addition to filling these posi-
tions, TAP hopes to add three new posi-
tions over the summer. One is a volun-
teer coordinator and the second, if a 
grantfromtheNationallnstituteofMen-
tal Health comes through, is to hire a 
mental health coordinator. The third 
position, if they get a grant from HUD 
-----Unique Greeting Cards Feminist/Lesbian Books J oumals/Calendars 
Titus' departure follows on the 
heels of the loss of Cathy Kidman and 
MalkGriswold. KidmanhasbeenTAP's 
Community Education Coordinator for 
the past 3 1/2 years. She is leaving to get 
her MSW at the University of New En-
gland. Kidman plans to continue her 
volunteer work with OU1RIGHT/Port-
land. 
Sandy Titus, 2nd from left, at recent Peabody House groundbreaking ceremony 
Open dally 1 o am - 5 pm 
• Freeport Oudet • 231 U.S. Route 1 • 
• Freeport, ME 04222 • (207) 865-4959 • 
is leaving The AIDS Project in July to Join Stratogen Health. 
Mark Griswold, HIV Prevention 
departing staff dearly. She said TAP bas 
always supported their client's and staff's 
personal.growth. She wants to congratu-
late all three and wishes TAP bad more 
money and was able to pay the kind of 
salaries that would keep such qualified 
staff. 
(Dept. of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment), would be to add a housing coor-
dinator-(in collaboration with Peabody 
House). TAP is also working with 
Peabody House on volunteer training 
issues. r 
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4S Du/ortlt Street, Portltuul 
Thursdtly, June 16th 
8:00 - 9: 15 p.m. 
Featuring: 
Coming Out is a Many Splendored Thing - 35 min. 1992 
A hilarious and satirical look at one lesbian coming out 
ftnd discol'ering dating, sex, spirituality, the bar scene 
and relationships. 
Et L'Amour - 23 min. 1993 
A rich montage of Parisian architecture, candle-lit scenes, 
tender sighs, unspoken desires and the crackling of leather. 
•.. a tastefully erotic and artistic experience. 
$S.00 donatioll lo support women frbnmalcers & lo bring mar• fwns 
Sponsored by: Co,nmunity Pride Report•r & 
Womenspoce Couns•ling Cent•r 
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Shields particularly wanted to con-
gratulate Sandy Titus on her new job 
with Stratogen, which will allow her to 
CPR MAILBAG 
DearCPR, 
I am enclosing a letter which I sent 
to WCSH regarding the participation of 
gay and lesbian people as a group in the 
Maine State Parade. I urge readers to 
write their own letters of appreciation in 
an effort to continue the bridge building 
with various media 
"Dear WCSH: Considering the 
hassles with St. Patrick's Day Parades in 
Boston and New York, WCSH should 
be complimented for its fair and equal 
inclusion of lesbians and gays, regis-
tered as Stonewall 25-Maine, in the 
Maine State Parade on May 14. . 
Unfortunately, we did experience 
problems. The severe wind would not 
allow us to assemble our float or unfurl 
our 26 foot banner. As the time of the 
March drew near, some of our group lost 
~ their nerve, choosing not to march. Al- · 
Shields wants to reassure everyone 
in the community that TAP is here to 
support its clients and give the same 
level of service they alwa}'.s have. M 
though we did experience the expected 
verbal abuse on the route, there was 
much support from the crowd, and the 
few who did participate under the ban-
-.ner of Lewiston/ Auburn Gays and Les-
bians expressed a sense of good feeling 
about the event. 
Far too often the media takes the 
opportuffl:ty to show us as militants, but 
fail to show the lesbian and gay commu-
nity participating as responsible mem-
bers of the community at large, which is 
certainly more the norm. We sincerely 
hope that the right wing elements of the 
community do not besiege your office 
with calls and faxes of complaints about 
our participation, as seems to bein vogue 
nowadays. Instead, I am, by this letter, 
thanking WCSH and requesting that our 
community forward their comments of 
appreciation to your station." 
Sincerely, 
Michael Rossetti - Portland 
CMF Chair accuses gay community of barasmtent 
Charges gay p~ with lndting readers 
by Winnie Weir, Editor 
Ina recent memo faxed to lawya-
activist Pat Peard. Carolyn Cosby, 
Chairman [sic] of Conamed Maine 
Families, ~ that Peard sign a 
resolution in support of principled and 
civil debate on bdlalf of the gay com-
munity of Maine. This attempted po-
litical maneuvering is ludiaous on a 
number oflevels, not the least of which 
is the assumption dial the diverse gay 
community of a state as huge as Maine 
bas any one spokesperson! 
In an effort to sound yet another 
wake-up call to the lesbian, gay, bi-
sexual and transgendered communities 
across this vast state, I am reprinting the 
memo faxed to Ms. Peard. the accompa-
nying Resolution, and Ms. Peam's re-
sponse. 
"FACT: 
1bc 1994 issue of tO'J,; Mfis's 
monthlygewspqgfwlesbians.aqd PY 
mm. cnntained (on page 4) an adide 
(""Conamed Maine Families sigbtedj 
wbidt states .. anyone seeing CMF ml-
lecting signawres should mmact Act-
UplPortlandat 828-0566or~atP.O. 
Box 10536, Portland, Maine, 04104). 
This type of notice, coupled with recent 
incidents of ad:ivisthamssment ofCMF 
pditiongalbclClsatpostofficesinMaine, 
smacb of illqal, crinrina1 taelics to 
depliYC all of Maine amens of 1hefree 
expression of their constillltional light 
to lawfully petition their govemmelL 
"FACT: 
1be September 1993 issue of 
Cnmmugjty Pride Ra,orter; The news: 
sw{w daeJsfrian gay, bip.u,J M4 
"Date: May 18, 1994 transggadq mmmunity of Ma;oo. con-
To: PatriciaA.Pearo,F.sq.,Activist. taiDs the following quote by RidtAustin 
F.qu.al Protection Maine undel' the topic hea«ting "Balde Tac-
From: CarolynH. T.Co&by,O,ainnan, tics,": "'How can lhe community illla-
Concemed Maine Families fere in the Rights' signabJJP. gadmng 
Subject: In the face of distutbing process so that the required amount of 
indications of gay activist banssment signatures would not be c:ollected by 1he 
of CMF petition gatherers in public ... deadline?" Al1hougbtbeadidetben 
places (and indications of anti-CMF goes on to c:oonsd gays "to have inleg-
instigalingin~aadQ•mwtiltftide dty,fllkdlcbigbroad,uddotbeligM 
Reporter tabloids), a renewed •~ 1 " 'thing the whole way," recent incidents 
appeal to the gay community to join ofpetitionerhuassmentsuggestgayin-
with CMF in a No-Room.:.For-~ telfereoceinCMFspetitiondrive. This 
initiative, i.e., to join with us in a comesasnosurplise,since1hekeyword 
resolution in support of a principled and in the article was the suggestion to ""in--
civil debate telfere." 
aboYC mmionr.d UDprincipled referen-
dum campaign practices and your will-
ingness to engage in a mnstmc:tive dia-
loguewithCooN:medMaioeFamilies.:" 
The Response 
"EQUAL PR01ECTION MAINE 
P.O. Box 8124, Podland,Maine04104 
-ro: Carolyn RT. Cosby, 
Concerned Maine Families 
FR.OM:Patricia A Peald, Esq., 
FqJal.Protection Maine 
DAIB: May 20, 1994 
SUBJECT: CCIIKallalMaineJi" ... 1irs 
"I am in receipt of yoor fax dated 
May 18, 1994 and respond as follows: 
"ldonotmakeanyrepresentation to you 
tbatlspeakforthemtire gay andlesbian 
mmnunity jwaaslam.confidmtyoudo 
not speak for lhe emirety of the radical 
rigbtelementinMaine. Howew:r,Ican 
say with complete mnfidence that 1he 
mcmbets~onMaineba~ 
never interfered with anyone's Fiat 
Amendment lights. Our goal is to 
presenethebasiccivilligbtsof aD.Maine 
citi7.CDS. Our organization firmly 
believes in civil debate and has al.ways 
ooldlcteditsdf in lhe best 1nditions of 
political mahy in Maine. We shall 
mdinue to do so. 
See DSPONSE. ,_.. 22 
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Lower Lobby 
151 Middle St., Portland 
•1t was slightly over a year ago .. Anyunlawfulimed'eimccagaiml 
that CMF transmitted to certain gay therigblsofcitizenseogagedinpolitical 
community leaders, including Rep. Su- activity represents a serious breach of 
san Farnsworth and Sen. Jerry Conley, Maine's standards of lawful behavior 
copies of its resolution In Support of and ought to be condemned by all par-
Principled And Civil Debate as part of ticipantsintbedebatereganfingtheques-
CMF' s sincereandbeartfeltNOROOM tion of special gay-Iigln for Maine. In 
FOR HATE initiative vis-a-vis the the face of recent incidents of ba1ass-
evolving relationship between the gay _ mentdirectedagainstourpetitioDCl'S, we 
Follow th,e Gay Crowd to ... 
communityandConcemedMaineFami-
lies. 
"Although this appeal to the prin-
ciples of cordial and peaceable political 
debate was brushed aside by represen-
tatives Farnsworth and Conley, who 
seemed at the time incapable of coopa-
ating with CMF in the preservation of a 
mutually respectful commongroundfor 
discourse, new provocations undertaken 
by the gay community have recently 
created a situation so uncivilized, de-
structive, and contrary to the rule of law 
that we come again seeing your coop-
eration and that of the gay community 
with time-honored principles of proper 
behavior in the political arena. 
have decided to renew our year~ld ap-
peal by approaching you as a leading 
attorney in the gay community. We 
know that you value the nde of law and 
tbatitoughttodistressyougreatlytosee 
thelegal.rigbtsofCMFpetitionen; com-
promised. We can only hope that your 
integrity and that of Equal Protection 
Maine willleadyou to join with us in this 
declaration tocondrmn violeace,hatred 
and bigotiy directed toward individuals 
exenising their civil and comtitutional 
rights. 
"Enclose ple$e find a copy of die 
resolution form In Support of Prin-
cipled And Cml Ddaate. Your signa-
ture,andtbatofF.qualProtedionMaine, 
•o a a a a a a 
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City man indicted for 
gay-bashing 
by Steve Cartwright 
of the Keppebec Journal 
(Reprinted with author's permission.) 
A 29 year-old Augusta man was 
indicted Thursday on charges of aswdt, 
burglary and tampering with a witness in 
connection with a gay bashing incident. A 
Kennetiec County Superior Court Grand 
Jury brought the cnminal charges against 
Robert Morton who faces anaignment to-
day at 8:30 am [May 27]. 
Morton also f~ charges under the 
Maine Civil Rights Act. Toe State Attor-
ney Genmd's office is pressing for a per-
manentinjunction,andon Wednesdaywon 
a tempor.uy restraining order from Judge 
John Atwood It requires Morton to stay 
away from bis alleged victim and n-frain 
from intimidating anyone because of their 
sexual orientation. 1be civil suit seeks up 
to a $5000 penalty for any violation. 
Authorities asked that the victim's 
name be withheld to protect him from 
further harassment. He bas acknowledged 
being bisexual. 
Last Friday, Morton, accompanied 
by another man, allegedly yelled, "fag" at 
the 26 year old victim, a local man, who 
was walking his dog on Mill Street. Ac-
cordingtoanaf:fidavitMortonsaid, "You're 
afaggotboyandyou'regoingtodie,"1hen 
punched the man in the head When the 
victim fell to the ground, the attacker con-
tinued to punchbim, according to the court 
document. Toe victim of the taunts and the 
punching wenthomeandcalled the police, 
butashedidso theattackerretumed, broke 
downtheapartmentdoorandbeganpunch-
ing him again saying, ''You're a no good 
cop-lovingfaggotboy andl'mgoingtokill 
you." 
Moments later, police arrested 
Morton outside the apartment chaiging 
him with the aswdt. Toe victim mean-
while was treated at Kennebec Valley 
Medical Center for trauma and a cut over 
his eye. 
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believesMortonaswdtedhimbecausehe, 
the victim, is bisexual. '1 am terrified of 
Mr. Morton and fear for my life," he said 
Steven Wessler, in charge of the Attorney 
General's Public Protection Unit said the 
case has all the earmarks of a hate crime. 
Officialshaven'tkeptfigureslongenough 
to point to trends, but Wessler believes 
hatecrimesareundec-reported. Hepointed 
out gay and lesbian people in Maine still 
lack legal recourse if they suffer discrimi-
nation in housing, credit or employment. 
That is something he hopes will change 
soon. 
Last year the legislature approved a 
so-called gay-rights bill, but it was vetoed 
by Governor John McKeman. ''You don't 
even have to belong to a minority group to 
be victimized," Wessler said. He believes 
the Morton case is a common kind of hate 
crime- a cowardly act to get some kind 
of peer approval Of all hate crimes re-
ported about 35% involve blacks, 25% 
gays and 15% Jewish people he said All . 
other groups have no more than 5% of the 
total 
Serge.art Alan Johnston, a detective 
with the Augusta police said, "As far as 
I'm concemed, any case involving a hate 
crime is serious. All of the officers are 
aware of these types of crimes and act 
immediately on them." 
In a statement, State Attorney Gen-
eral, Michael Carpenter said, "Violence 
motivated by hatred against any minority 
flOUP will not he tolented in this state. 
Lawenforcementatalllevelsis committed 
to aggressively enforcing the laws of this 
state which probibithatecrimes." Morton 
is free on bail, police said M 
(CPR is grateful to Brian Kaufman 
pf Gardiner for alerting us to this story) 
By Richard Steinman, Guest Reporter 
Editor's Note: In the May issue of 
this paper Mr. Steinman reported on an 
all day conference held in Lewiston, 
entitled "Safe Schools and.Agencies for 
All: A Conference Affirming the Place 
for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Youth." 
He included accounts of two sto-
ries told by youth on a panel. In this 
issue we are. including two more ac-
counts of stories told by two other pan-
elists. In our July issue we will conclude 
with the last of the accounts. These are 
heartbreaking stories of what it is like to 
be young and queer in a homophobic 
society. 
Evan,Age 16 
Evan dropped out of school in 
November because of "physical intimi-
dation. I was being targeted, but not just 
for my sexuality." When Evan com-
plained to the principal, the latter blamed 
Evan for his problems in school-a case 
study in ''blaming the victim." She said 
that homophobia was his problem, ex-
clusively, not hers. As a result, Evan 
alienated his peers, even attacked them 
physically, stopped going to classes and 
slept in the halls. 
Evan wound up at a private high 
school where he was the first student to 
come out. At that school it was cool for 
students to tape many different notices 
totheoutsideoftheirdormrooms. When 
Evan displayed some gay-positive senti-
ments, they were tom down and forbid-
See YOUTH, page 19 
:: 
by Bruce Balboni, Managing Editor 
(rnearch assistant, Reba Rit:hardson, list 
of candidata provided by ML/GPA, a,ul 
much J10lual information from Joanne 
Dauphinee of N.O. W. (National 
OrganirJllionofWomen)tuUlDavillShiall 
ofDJRJGO) 
In those races that are contested in 
the upcoming June 14th primaiy, CPR 
has indicated which candidate supports 
gay-rights legislation. Your district may 
not be included because the candidates 
are unopposed in the primary, or be-
cause both candidates are supportive (or 
non-supportive). CPR will have en-
dorsements for the general election in 
the October issue. 
Some of our decisions on whom to 
support are based on the N.O.W. survey 
which was sent to all candidates. Toe 
question in this survey specific to our 
interests is: ''How would you vote on 
civil rights legislation to prohibit dis-
crimination in the areas of employment, 
housing, credit and public accommoda-
tion by adding "sexual orientation" to 
the Maine Human Rights Act (lesbian 
and gay rights bill)?" 
In the 4th Senate District (Eastport, 
Princeton, Calais), George Townsend 
(D) has voted for the gay rights bill. 
Arthur Dolan (D), hisopponent,is against 
discrimination, but would not say be 
would vote for the bill, and suggested 
that gays were seeking special protec-
tion through such legislation. Sound 
familiar? 
James Handy (D) in the 21st Sen-
ate District (Lewiston), has been a strong 
and active supporter of the gay-rights 
bill and worked for passage of EPL 
(F.qualProtection Lewiston). Erik liner 
(D), who is running in House District 90 
(Lewiston), credits Senator Handy with 
winning his support to this cause. liner's 
opponent, Gerald Bouffard (D), did not 
return our call. 
Unfortunately, because of re-
districting, Senator Handy is running 
against Senator Georgette Berube (D) 
who is also a strong supporter of the gay-
rights bill. Toe winner of their contest 
will face the evil Paul Madore (R), the 
religious fanatic and right-wing extrem-
ist who fought so bitterly and so success-
fully against EPL. Candidate Tmer be-
lieves Senator Handy will be a stronger 
candidate against Madore in November. 
lbis picture gets a little more con-
fusing in that the winner of liner's race 
will face Susan Madore (R), Paul 
Madore' s wife, in the general election, if 
Ms. Madore beats Joan Snyder Nason 
(R) in the primary. Ms Nason's phone 
number is unlisted. Toe idea of the two 
Madores wielding power in the State 
Legislature is repugnant. Vote for Nason 
in the Republican primary, House Dis-
trict 90 (Lewiston). 
In the 24th Senate District 
(Rumford, Hanover, Stow, North 
Fryeburg), James Wilfong (D) supports 
gay rights. His opponent,EugeneBoivin 
(D), returned my call and confirmed that 
he believes sexual relations between 
consenting adults is their (the adults so 
engaged) business. He said he would 
probably vote for a gay-rights bill. 
In the 32nd Senate District 
(Kennebunk, Biddeford, Biddeford 
Pool), the incumbent, Democrat Charles 
Plourde of_ Biddeford, has consistently 
voted against gay rights. His opponent, 
Gary Plamondon (D), does endorse such 
a bill and he deserves and needs your 
enthusiastic support. 
Guy Nadeau (D) in House District 
16 (Saco) is a strong supporter of gay 
rights. One of his opponents, Mark 
Anthony (D), is opposed and CPR could 
not reach the other candidate, Ronald 
Ayotte (D). CPR endorses Nadeau. 
In the crowded House District 19 
(Biddeford) race, Joanne Twomey (D)is 
our pick. She indicated in her response 
to the N.O. W. survey that she would not 
only vote for a gay rights bill, she would 
work for it. Marcel Lizotte (D) said he'd 
vote for such a bill, but he is anti-choice. 
None of the other Democrats in that race 
bothered to answer the survey. They 
are: Robert Farley, Lloyd LaFountain, 
and Dana Peck. 
In House District 24 (South Port-
land) Nadine Byram (D) supports gay-
rights legislation. Her opponent, Santo 
DiPietro (D) is the long-time homopho-
bic incumbent and should be unseated. 
Gerald Kennedy (D) is our favorite 
inHouseDistrict48 (Freeport). Edward 
Bradley (D) did not answer the N.O.W. 
survey. 
In House District 72 (Auburn) Tho-
mas Dow (D) is cballenging Connie Cote 
(D). Dow supports gay rights but Cote 
has been a long-time supporter and is a 
senior member of the important Judi-
ciary Committee. 
In House District 73 (downtown 
Auburn), Belinda Murphy (D) supports 
gay-rights legislation and her opponent, 
David Ladderl>ush (D) does not 
John Michael (D), the outgoing 
State Rep. from this area wants to re-
mind voters who are Independents that 
tl'ley can enroll in any party at the polls 
on primary day. You can register to vote 
on primaiy dly at your City Qerk' s 
Office. Mr. Michael, a long-time sup-
porter of gay-rights, is endorsing the 
candidacy of Belinda Murphy. 
In House District 74 (Auburn), 
Susan Dore (D), theincumbent,has voted 
forthe gay-rights bill several times. Her 
opponent, Albert Moreau (D), opposes 
discrimination but thinks a law protect-
ing gay people is "going too far." 
Edgar Morgan (R) in House Dis-
trict 75 expressed a "willingness to con-
sider" gay-rights legislation. His oppo-
nent, Roy Nickerson (R), would not. 
Richard Tracy (D) in House Dis-
trict 81 (Norridgewock, Skowhegan) is 
the incumbent, and is a consistent sup-
porter of the gay-rights bill. June Meres 
(D) did not respond to the N.O.W. sur-
vey. 
Sharon Treat (D) in House District 
91 (Gardiner), is the incumbent and has 
supported the gay-rights bill in the past. 
Her opponent, Harvey DeVane (D), is 
anti-gay and must be defeated. 
House District 92 (Hallowell, 
Gardiner, Randolph), has three Demo-
crats and three Republicans vying for 
the primary win. Scott Cowger (D) and 
Jill Duson (D) support gay rights, but 
Democrat Peter Hanley does not. Of the 
three Republicans, only Peter Crockett 
has indicated that he supports gay rights. 
Patrick Paradis (D) of House Dis-
trict 95 in Augusta is a strong supporter 
of gay-rights legislation and 2 years ago 
switched to pro-choice. He is Majority 
Whip in the House which places him in 
a key role to help our community. His 
opponent, Lucille Cloutier (D), is anti-
choice and anti-gay and must be de-
feated. 
Louise Shorette (D) of House Dis-
trict 107 (Brooks, Stockton Springs, 
Winterport), is a strong supporter of gay 
rights. Her opponent, Joseph Watson 
(D), is not. 
In House District 122 (Orono, Le-
vant, Bangor) there are three Democrats 
running, all of whom support gay rights, 
but Richard Gwinn' s support is by far 
the strongest and he will work for pas-
sage. 
Paul Vestal (R) in House District 
124 (Newport, Bangor, Plymouth) is a 
strong supporter. His opponent, Harry 
Rideout(R),ignoredtheN.O.W. survey 
as did Republican Robert Y ackobitz. 
William George (D) in House Dis-
trict 134 (Grand Lake Stream, Eastport, 
Pembroke, Lubec), has indicated that he 
would work towards the passage of a 
gay-rights bill. Albion Goodwin (D) is 
opposed and Glenn Greenhalgh didn't 
answer the N.O.W. survey. 
See CANDIDA TES, page 22 
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ALAN CROCKER-
''I don't IN§eve the fire 
was accidental; too 
much has happened." 
byBIIKlr ....._M..-.gimc&titor 
~ fire was so bad, it"s impos-
sibleto tellbowitSlalted,,. saidCmcm, 
in quoting State Fire Manbal Tom 
Hanima'srderencetoCrod:cr'shouse 
trailer in Readfield. It bumcd on Aplil 
28. Croctcrsaid lbeFire M;m;haJ based 
bis decision tocaDlbefucanaa:identoo. 
a guess and on the alleged finding of a 
frayed toaster wire. The Stale Police 
and the Fire Matshal iniliallytttmed the 
b1aze "suspicious..,. ._ considered ID 
ba-vebeentbecu1nrinationof9mon1bsof 
anti-gay violence directed at Crocka. 
Crocker: also said 1bat the State 
Police spokesperson, Stephen 
McCausland, bas ne,rer- spo:tm to him 
eventhooghMd'-am;Jandba<-commented 
to the press extensively about ibis case. 
McCausland denies that the fire was a 
part of the anti-gay abuse. 
Alan Crocket COlUded CPR. by 
phone and told us that be just couldn't 
accept the idea that the fire was an aa:i-
dem. He recounted the ooslaugbl of 
abuse to which be bas been subjected 
overtbe past 9molllm. He'd wake upto 
find bis front doo£ wired slmL He got 
Qulf of Maine 13ookr 
INDEPENDENT BOOKSELLERS 
•• a • .,..a 
J_1boae caDs • 3 AM saying, "'Get out of 
town, you're gonna die ... People would 
bang on bis windows so loudly al night 
dlllit would .. seadme[bim] lbmugb the 
roof" he said 
When be reported tbcse e~ts to 
theStatePolicehewastold, '"wecan'tdo 
anytbing." lbcpolice were unwilling to 
wak:hthetlaila. Crockttwondered, "if 
I w stJaigk would 1bey say the same 
thing.,. Crocm said, "I should have 
gotten oot a long time ago, but I didn't 
want to be nm out." 
11r- Kr:l!JJrroc Jnnmal planned to 
:imeniew Crocker in the wake of the fire 
until they got the official wont that i 
causewasaccidemal.. Cmcmsaystbey 
canceled the intem.ew and said. "wait 
until the ne:xt. dring happens." 
Crocker revealed that the fire oc-
amedona 1.bumlay afternoon.between 
12:30PMand.3:30PM. Hebasleftbis 
bouseatdnstimeeveryThursdayforthe 
past two yems. This fact suggests foul 
play. 
Steve Wessler at the Attorney 
General's Office bas said 1hey will pur-
sue this case as a bale aime but Crocker 
hasn't heard from them lately. 
Crodel-grewupin Wmtbrop. He 
bows e'VCfYbody around the Augusta 
area and says, "It is home." He added, 
"'Lots of people are upset about what 
happened. That' sagoodfeeling, people 
really do care... M. 
Cosby launches new 
tactic in hate crusade 
by Bruce Balboni 
"We are blessed to have a brilliant 
politician and a committed evangelist in 
Carolyn Cosby," said Don Miller, Trea-
surer of Concerned Maine Families 
(CMF), at their April 14 rally in South 
Pol11and. Miller is also a pastor of an 
Evangelical church in Lewiston and a 
leader of the anti-EPL (Equal Protection 
Lewiston) forces. 
Cosby' slatest political tactic, which 
is anything but brilliant. is the sending of 
amemotoPatrici.aPeardofEPM(Equal 
Protection Maine) claiming that gays are 
harassing CMF's efforts to collect signa-
lllreS for their anti-gay rights petition 
drive. The memo fails to note that every-
one bas First Amendment free speech 
rights which would include a person's 
right to voice their opinion wbetherCaro-
lyn likes that opinion or not. 
1he memo asks FJ>M "to join with 
CMF in a No-Room-For Hate initiative, 
i.e., to join with us in a resolution in 
support of a princip ed and civil debate." 
(See reprint of memo and Peard's re-
sponse to it beginning on page 5.) 
1be memo is written with the same 
oaded language that appears in the bro-
chure "What's Wrong witb Special 'Gay 
gbts' . lllU. c the Judge!" which 
CMF signature gatherers distribute dur-
ing their petition drive. If you compare 
the false information in the brochure 
with Cosby's appeal for a "principled 
and civil debate" you will see that there 
is nothing "principled" or "civil" about 
CMFs efforts to <btroy the lives of gay 
people. ~ 
In the brochure and the memo, 
Cosby is fond of writing "FACT:" fol-
lowed by whatever statement she wishes 
to mate. For example, in the brochure 
Cosbywrites, "FACT: Thoughonly2% 
of the population, homosexuals commit 
between 1/3 and 1/2 of all recorded child 
molestations." Cosby knows this state-
ment is untrue. 
Lucky Hollander,ExecutiveDirec-
tor of the Cumbedand County Child 
Abuse and Neglect Council, who re-
cently appeared on Channel 13 TV news 
series called Qild Lures. told CPR that 
------------, shebasspokendirectlytoCosby andbas 
'Pro ':Librl.§ B<XJKSHOP providedherwithdoaunenled proof that 





• ments showmg· that, "Many molesters of Erkhny. IN' 
L-----=;;;;;;.;==...i:.;.----- boy children have previously been ar-
See TAcnC, page 22 
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Netra did -her fabulous 
"Diana Ross." The crowd 
swooned! 
KAOS drew a mixed 
crowd and everyone 
had a blast! 
• • reigns 1n 
Portland 
Balboni Photos 
The proud co-owners of KAOS are, on the left, Tim Pinkham and 
Ken Gardner, right. Mike Riley, center, is the Manager of the club. 
Opening night drew a capacity crowd to this well-planned, 
high-tech dance club. The owners introduced the club to 
Portland with a festive pre-opening party . 
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The Grand Opening of 
KAOS, Portland's 
newest gay dance club, 
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As I prepared to "editorialize" this 
month, Carolyn Cosby and Concerned 
Maine Families again provided enough 
fodderforvolumes. Cosby says that the 
gay press, ·specifically l!J!& and !&zm:. 
munizy PrideReJ>orter. are "instigating" 
anti-CMF harassment of signature gath-
erers. Interestingly enough, in last 
month's Editorial I i:ecounted an inci-
dent where a member of Act Up/ Port-
land was verbally assaulted and shoved 
while attempting to present the other 
side of the referendum question. 
Both l!J!& and Q!B. asked readers 
to report any sightings of CMF' s signa-
ture gatherers, and ~ Managing 
Editor, Bruce Balboni, did a brilliant 
piece on the Prayer Meeting/Workshop 
held in So. Portland. Yet Cosby picks a 
comment [out of context] from a story 
written last September by Editorial As-
. sistant, Rich Austin, to cry foul over. 
(Later in the memo to Pat Peard, Cosby 
did put the comment into context.) We 
are not political novices. We know 
political m_aneuvering and posturing 
when we see it. 
Just so readers are not under the 
mistaken impression that Cosby is tak-
ing only one taciCto rally support for the 
referendum, ~ware of the "Maine Citi-
zen Review Board" formed this past 
April. Both Cosby and Jonathan 
Malmude are involved (if not the 
founders) in this Constitutional Watch-
dogCommittee." Completewithan800 
number, groups having signed on in-
clude MaineLibertarianParty, Congres-
sional Term Limits group, various tax-








All Set on a Pristine Lake 
in Western Maine 
TaxBreak. 
1beir presentation is so slick, that 
they came dangerously close to having 
the NAACP sign on. Fortunately, 
NAACP President, Janet Johnson, is a 
friend of mine ( as well as an ally of our 
various communities) and happened to 
mention this group to me. I attended the 
next NAACP meeting and voiced my 
concerns about the NAACP being used 
to lend credibility to the Maine Citizen 
Review Board. The members voted 
unanimously notto join. However,inan 
obvious effort to use the NAACP, a 
statement appears under the supporting 
organizations list saying that a represen-
tative of the Portland chapter of the Na-
tional Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People attended the kickoff 
meeting. 
Make no mistake about it, these 
extreme right-wingers are users and abus-
ers. There is not one person reading this 
column who can afford the luxury of 
saying or thinking, ''Let someone else 
deal with this." Just read the following 
words of Martin Niemoller, a German 
Protestant minister, who lead the 
church's opposition to Hitler and was 
interned in Nazi concentration camps 
from 1937-1945. Hiswordshandonnw 
office wall. He wrote, 
"In Germany they first came for 
the communists and I didn't speak up 
because I wasn' t a communist. Then 
they came for the Jews, and I didn't 
speak up because I wasn't a Jew. Then 
they came for the trade unionists, and I 
didn' t speak up because I wasn't a trade 
unionist. Then they came for the Catho-
-
lies, and I didn't speak up because I was 
a Protestant. Then they came for me -
and by that time no one was left to speak 
up." 
On a lighter note, a word of deep 
appreciation to the many readers and 
friends who joined me in celebrating my 
birthday and the birthday of the found-
ing of CPR. Your generosity and sup-
port touched me deeply. It's always 
good to know that the work we all are 
doing to produce CPR matters to you, 
the readers. Thank you to friends from 
afar who sent donations. Thanks to 
Cathy Poole and Kate Austin for the 
great music, and a special thanks to the 
staff at SISTERS for helping to make 
this a wonderful celebration. Barbara 
Winthrop, of Barbara' s Kitchen, outdid 
herself with abundant .platters of deli-
cious food. Thank you, Barbara Then 
there was the cake from . . . Oh well, 
more on that some other time, maybe. 
REMEMBER: Tuesday,June 14th, 
is Primary Day. Get out and vote. 
7J~, tJA, 
P.S. Somefriendshavebeenchidingme 
for not 'announcingt o the world' that I 
have just recently obtained my first ever 
driver's license. Well, I have it and I 
LOVEIT! Now, lneedasetofmyown 
wheels. Anyone out there ready to make 
a sweet deal on a car? Give me a call. 
Thanks to Rose Mary Denman, I have 
use of her car when she doesn't need-it, 
so I have been on the road. _...YES! 
Maine-ly _For Yoo festivals 
presents 
Maine-ly For You Womyn's 
Music Festival-August 25-28 
Entertainment includes: Kay Gardiner, Monica Grant, 
Angela Motter, Yagottawanna, DJ Deb. Dances, Workshops 
Bunkhouse lodging and Campsites Available 
For More Information Call: (207) 583-6980 
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Commandments, karma and the Law of Love 
, by Rieb Austin 
The Concerned Maine Families everybody else lying about out gay 
article in the May issue of this publica- people. 
tionbroughtaboutacryofindignationin Exampie: Right wing minions are 
my house. My lover, cats,-plants, dirty -being instructed to demean the AIDS 
dishes and lmrndry all screamed at the pandemic by mguing, •Why-sbailil we 
ideathatgaysandlesbiansareimportant have laws thal ·a1iow gay people·fo kill 
enough to the radical right wing that they themselves?' Statements like this make 
have to convene in strategy sessions to this writer wonder why stmigbt people 
come up with ideas on how to either have not been similarly acaised of being 
crush us or brainwash us. And let's face responsible for Sl_D' s. 
it, those are their only two options. The most preposterous· of all ~ 
The quote Mr. Balboni opened the mentsputforthbytheesteemedministeris 
article with said it all. Intones the funda- the farcical comparison of the gay wman 
mentalist minister Mcilhenny, ''In order rights movement to a hypothetical move-
to defeat your enemy you have to throw mentfor special rights for child molesters. 
them off balance. My message ofloveto Apparently, the concerned homosexual-
the gay community is designed with this loving fundamentalist reverend sees both 
in mind" Has anyone noticed that there beinggay and beingacbildmoJesterasone 
seems to be a dichotomy in the thinking and the same, not unlike the Right's con-
of the radical right? temon that AIDS is a gay disease. These 
On one band, gays and lesbians are are outstanding examples of strict 
so meaningless to the Right that they uufoigiveness and damnatioo from the 
deny our legitimate existence; On the Old Testament. · 
other band, we.aresoimportanltothem How is anyone supposed to feel 
that they feel compelled to fly "christian safeinasocietywith wackos who scream, 
leaders" (with a ·_small 'c', thank you) "Remember when the Lord destroyed 
from San Francisco to So. Portland in Sodom and Gomorrarah!" every time 
order to rally their admitted batted into another branch of the family of human-
an organil.ed front. ity stands up for itself? It is not comfort-
Their main straaegy, as parapluased ingtoknow that so many fundamentalist 
in the article, to •·couch their assafilis on shepherds are still teaching their flocks 
gays in a language oflovein orderto win haired according to the laws of the Old 
the political battle" is of and by itself the Testament. Just like original sin, it is 
sin of false testimony from the 8th com- uncanny that 'original haired' has lived 
mandment. It seems the right will lie to · on through thousands of years of human 
anyone in order to keep closeted gay history. 
people lying about themselves, and keep The 'moral indignation' thal the fun-
~EE 





so useful in bis fight against gay wman 
rights is defined by the Webster's dictio-
nary on this gay writer's desk _as "based 
uponfum conviction, ratherthan upon the 
actual evidence," and "a l~son or princi-
pal codained in ortaugi. by a fable, story 
or event." But then again, if concerned 
homosexual-loving fundamentalists trans-
late-Webster as flawlessly as Jbey have_ 
transJatt4 the bible over the millennia, 
these definitions will soon be fodder for 
more deceptions. 
My assertion is this: As human 
beings, we can't choose who or what ex-
ists, but we can choose what matters to us 
indiviwally. Sot I• gays and lesbians: 
Do the mdical right fundamentalists and 
what 1hey' re trying to do matter to us or· 
not? If not, let's ignore them and go about 
our lives. If they matter, let's reali7.e that 
their fight is being led by the vocal and 
poody dressed few, and speak up for our-
selves and each other. You see, not unlike 
gays and lesbians, fundamentalists have a 
stained glass closet they canbef orcedback 
into. Remember, religion 1£. a choice! 
Andlasktheconcemedbomosexual-
loving fundamentalists: Do gays and les-
biansmatttttoyouornot? Ifnot,justrela:x, 
because your. special rights are already 
inevocably in place. If so, then keep up 
ywr tedious work of concoding lies and 
slander, andkeepwodringtowardthe goal 
of either ausbing us or bmin~ us. 
Just remember the Law of Ll>ve that is 
writteninywrbible(mallitstramlations ): 
Lovewillconquerallbatred. Andapeople 
who know love (peace, acceptance, toler-
ance, diversity, allfacets oflove) cannot be 
. bminwasbed, and cannot be ausbed. 
See Guest, Page 22 
475 Congras St., Monument Square 
Portland, ME 04101 
775-6763 • 1-800-YF.S-AMEX 
Comprehensive global travel services•Direct link with 1700+ offices worldwide 
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OurMmion 
Camnunity PrideR.qmer serves as a 
sowceofklcal, ~ _naliooal and 
intemaliooal news, iofmnatioo, idea<! 
and opinion by and for the le.<ibian, gay, 
bisexual and 1raosgendered peq,le of 
Maine and seacoast N:ew Hampshire. 
CPR strives to increase awareness and 
aocqiaoce of the rich diversity amoog 
us, wi1h the intentioo of infusing the 
wml cmunu;nity with renewed meaning 
and vitality. CPR pledges to pre,ent 
materials that cootribut.e ~ positive ways 
to lesbian, gay, bisewal and 
1raosgendered peq,le. 
, I 
Our Editorial Policy 
Views and ~oos, political and 
pre&ODa1. e~ in CPR are those 
of this individual autlns ooly. CPR 
may endorse candidates we feel 
repreamt our community most 
completely. CPR disclaims legal 
rapon.mility for emn in editorial, or 
advertising cmtalt, u all reasmable 
care is talren to prevent such errors. If 
an error hM significantly detracted 
fnm the clarity of information 
pe.,ented. the Publi.mer may conside.-














No portion of Community Pride 
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E 1994 CALENDAR · OF EVENTS ·, 
Wedpcsday, Jmae 1st; 
M 7:30-9:00 PM .. Free two-step and 
line dancing lessons at the Undetground 
FMI, 773-3315; 
Friday, June 3rd; 
MEvcning - Prom Night at Sisters, 45 
Danforth St., Portland. Buffet, pri:zes, 
fun. Tickets $5. 
Saturday, June 4th; 
M BURLINGTON, VERMONT 
PRIDE, see Prille Calendar 
Thursday - Sunday, June 2nd-5th; 
M Springfest '94 Womyn's Music 
Festival, held at an 80 acre AAA 
Campground along the scenic coast of 
Maine in Lincolnville. 
MMaine-lyForYouWomyn'sFestival, 
heldataprivatecampgroundonapristine 
lake in Western Maine. 
Friday-Sunday, June 3rd-5th; 
•A Democratic Convention, Augusta 
Civic Center 
Sunday, June 5th; 
AAEvming - "Glitz & Glamour" Show 
stopping numbers by local divas. The 
Underground, 3 Spring St., Portland. 
FMI, 773-3315. · 
Monday, June 6th; 
M 7 :00 PM - Equal Protection Maine/ 
Portland chapter g~neral meeting at St. 
Luke's Cathedral, 143 State St. 
M 7 :00 PM - Seacoast Gay Men' s 
Annual Gay Pride potluck party. • UU 
Church, 292 State St., Portsmouth, NH. 
FMI, Al Santerre 603/898-1115. 
Tuesday, June 7th; 
•A 7:00 PM - P-H..AG NH: Seacoast 
meets at Stratham Community Church, 
Emery Lane. Topic: · "Pride, Parades, 
and Public Displays! Are they 
necessary?" P~FLAG is an international 
organization whose mission . is "to 
provide support for families, to educate 
members and the public, and to advocate Sunday, June 12th; 
for civil rights for all, including lesbian, M2:00 PM - Equal Protection Maine/ 
gay, bisexual, and transgender people." Bangor chapter meeting. Peace and 
FMI, 603/623-6023. Justice Center, 359 Main St., Bangor. 
Wednesday, June 8th; FMI, Jim Martin, co-chair, 990-3420. 
--3:00 PM - Portland City Hall, State of Ml0:30 PM - ''Ecdysiasts a' Trois" in 
Maine Room. A Housing Summit to the Disco at the Underground, 3 Spring 
discuss questions of housing, i.e. major · St., Portland. FMI, 773-3315. 
obstacles facing low-income and other Monday, June 13th; 
traditi(?nally disenfranchised people in M 7:00 PM - Seacoast Gay Men meet. 
getting and keeping decent housing. UU Church, 292 State St., Portsmouth, 
S-ponsored by Portland West NH. Suzanne Bowman from Exeter 
Neighborhood Planning Council. Seacoast Hospice to talk about AIDS 
M 7:30-9:00 PM - Free two-step and terminal and grief support. FMI, Al 
line dancing lessons at the Underground. Santerre, 603/898-1115. 
FMI, 773-3315. Wednesday, June 15th; 
I 
Thursday, Jupe 9th; M 7:30-9:00 PM - Free two-step and 
M 7:00 PM - EPM/Portland Fund- linedancinglessonsattheUnderground. 
raising Committee meeting at PROP, FMI, 773-3315. 
510 Cumberland Ave. · AA!0:00 PM - Maine premierof country 
M 7:30 PM - The Matlovich Society performer, Freddie Burch. The 
meets. Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Underground, 3 Spring St. , Portland. 
Spring St., Portland. Panel discussion. FMI, 773-3315. 
Topic: "Substance Use andAbu~in the Thursday, June 16th; 
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Community." MS:00 PM - Lesbian Movie Night at 
Accessible to mobility-impaired; free Sisters, 45 Danforth St. Presented by 
hotel parldng. Poole/Rich Productions. $5 donation to 
Friday, June 10th; support women filmmakers & support 
M 7:00 PM - Building an Inclusive more movie nights. (see ad) · 
Community (BIC) presentation at UU. FridayandSaturday,June 17th-18th; 
Church, Pleasant St., Auburn. Howard :' MNEW HAMPSHIRE ~RIDE - Sffv. 
_ Solomd_n, Prof~ssor of Lµbian & Gay . Pride Calendar .;:: 
,.., History, co-chai,r Univedity T~kForce ,+ Saturday. June 18th;. · .,,.. 
onLesbian, Gay,Bisexuallssues, Tufts MPORTLAND PRIDE - See Pride 
University, co-chair The ·Matlovich Calendar · 
Society, discusses "Ow: Lesbian, Gay MS:00 PM -The Gay Men's Chorus 
and Bisexual Lives: Where Have We presents The Freedom Train, a concert 
Been? Where Are We Going?" .' honoring the struggle for peace and 
M 8:00 PM - Dustin & Val-Live at free4om. State Theater, 609 Congress 
Sisters,45DanforthSt.,Portland. Cover: St., Portland'. Tickets are $10. 
$3. FMI, 774-1505. Sunday, June 19th; 
Saturday, June 11th; M2:30 PM - Co-Parent Day at Sisters, 
M BOSTON P.R,IDE: See Pride 45 Danforth St., Portland Special beer 
Calendar , . prices. Give-a-ways. 
fflURPHY·s mRnCR· ·. :, 
It's a ~Hioo -fvr-gay ri9nt~ ·,n 
czrrwloqmt:nt. Si.ran it, Han,-it --~-.....::r.._ could saV¢ ~oor job( 
SorrtJ,l~m 
not pclif ical. 
MEvening - Annual "Miss Gay Maine 
1994" Pageant at The · Disco, 
Underground, 3 Spring St., Portland. 
FMI, 773-3315. 
Monday, June 20th; 
M 7:00 PM - Seacoast Gay Men meet. 
UU Church, 292 State St., Portsmouth, 
NH. M. Dennis Paul, President ofHealth 
Education AIDS Liaison, NH and New 
York President, Michael Ellner will 
conduct a seminar on AIDS hypothesis: 
alternate to overcoming fear, depression 
and angst. FMI, Al Santerre, 603/898-
1115. 
Wednesday, Juue 22nd; 
M 7:30-9:00 PM - Free two-step and 
line dancing lessons at the Underground. 
FMI, 773-3315. 
Thursday, June 23rd: 
M 7 :30 PM - The Matlovich Society 
meets. Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring 
St., Portland. Lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
and transsexual youth talk about their 
lives in Maine. "The State of Queer 
Youth: Present and Future.'.' Accessible 
to mobility-impaired; free hotel parking. 
Sunday, June 26th; 
MStonewalllntemaUonalMarchfor 
Human Rights in New York City. See 
Pride Calendar 
M Evening: A surprise, happening at 
the Und~round. FMI, Ji3-i3.315. 
Monday, June 27th; 
M 7:00 PM - Seacoast Gay Men meet. 
- UU Church, 292 State St., Portsmouth, 
NH. V. Ginger McCartin speaking on 
legal and financial implications of the 
non-traditignal alternative family. FMI, 
Al Santerre, 603/898-1115. 
Wednesday, ,June 29th; ~ 
M 7 :30-9:00 PM - Free two-step and 








Saturday, June 4th: 
M12 noon -BurlingtonPride Parade, 
FMI,callJudithBeckett,802/438-6453. 
Friday. June 5th: 
M 4-6 PM - Marshal Training for 
Portland Pride. Eastern Prom bandstand. 
Dinner supplied. FMI, 772-7325. 
BOSTON PRIDE: 
Saturday. June 11th; 
M Round trip van ride to Boston Pride 
available. FMI, 871-9940. 
MU :00 AM - Rally at Copley Square. 
M 12 noon - Parade Kick Off. FMI, 
617/442-9036 or check Bay Windows. 
Sunday. June 12th; 
L\L\ Boston Pride Run-see Bay 
Windows for details. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE PRIDE: 
Friday. June 17th; 
M6:00PM-Concord,NH-StateHouse, 
Pride Rally and March. FMI, 603/ 
382-9308. 
M PRIDE CELEBRATION: 
Henniker, NH - Pat's Peak 
FMI, 603/382-9308. 
MAINE PRIDE: PORTLAND 
Friday. June 17th; 
M 7:00 PM - Portland City Hall, 
PORTI.AND PRIDE RALLY with a 
performance by Gay Men's Chorus. 
Saturday. June 18th; 
M 7:00 AM - Ogunquit to Portland 
Bicycle Ride 
. M 9:00-10:30 AM - Ml.GPA Open 
Board Meeting, Room 200, Payson 
Smith Hall, USM, Portland. 
Ml0:30 AM -Pine & State St. Staging 
area for Parade participants. 
M 12 noon - PORTI.AND PRIDE 
PARADE 
Ml-4 PM - (Approx.) Portland Pride 
Festival with entertainment, shopping, 
eats. Tommys' & Post Office Pa.Iks. 
M 6:00 PM - State Theater, 609 
Congress St., Gay Men's Chorus Dinner/ 
Show. Tickets: $25. 
M 8:00 PM - State Theater, 609 
Congress St., Gay Men' s Chorus presents 
Freedom Tutu Tickets: $10. 
E199 
Sunday, June 19th; 
M 10:00 AM - Eastern Prom, Bicycle 
B~ch to Gilsland Farm, Falmouth, 
Audobon Center. FMI, 871-9940. 
.. S:lSPM- Interfaith Worship Service 
at St. Luke's Episcopal Cathedral, State 
Street, Portland 
M6:00 PM - Dignity, Etc. meeting at 
St. Luke's Episcopal Cathedral, State 
Street, Portland. 
Saturday, June 18th -Saturday, 25th; 
GAY GAMES IN NEW YORK CITY 
FMI, 212/633-9494. 
Thursday, June 23rd; 
MS:00-10:00 PM - "International Rise 
of the Right Wing" symposium, co-
sponsored by NGL 1F and IGLHRC. 
Panel presentation features international 
speakers addressing the rise of Right 
Wing extremism in Europe, Central and 
South America and Islamic countries, as 
well as the exportation of U.S. Right 
Wing extremism to other countries. 
Washington Irving H.S., 40 Irving Place 
(1 block east of Union Sq.) NYC. 
Saturday, June 25th; 
MDYKE MARCH from BmelllJata 
Greenwich Village viaB~ 
&\Stonewall Rally,~ 
Sheridan Square in New YomCily • 
Sunday, June 26th; 
M Stonewall International 
March for Human RigMI 
Portland Pride is sponsoring ~ Illa 
round trip for this event. All, m -
9940 or772-7325. 
MACT UP March to the.111teat• 
Stonewall bar. 
Mopday. June 27- Thursday.J 
~ 
M International Lesbiu. • Gay 
As.1ociation (ILGA) Conftffacnllllr 
United Nations. FMI, call Jiulic~, 
415/255-8680. 
BANGOR PRIDE: 
Saturday. July 9th; 
MU Noon - Pride Parade steps Jdf. 
FMI, Jim Martin, 990-3420. 
T 
.A democrat for the Maine Senate, and a lifelong Porllander 'to fight for 111. 
:•Anne Rand is a strong advocate for 
· civil rights. She sponsored Mame's 
hate crimes legislatim aal-OUr 
fiist-iD-tbe nation sexual lmas.vnent 
Jaw when fe legislators dared &o 1aDd 
up for civil rights. Anne is a. 
CO-sponsot of Maille Act to Prevent 
Disaunmalion. ·c--~~~"~~ Rand fm- State Senate District 28 
• Barbara Wood 
• Rep. Susan Famsw 
• Sive Neilan 
• Butch Fenton ~-.....--
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MIJGP A is a statewide, non-partisan orga-· 
nizationformcdtocducatethegeneralpublic, 
PQliticians, and media on UG issuc.s. Pri-
maty goals.areto inyolvetheUGcommunity 
in Maine's political process, promote civil 
tights, develop and review legislation, en-
dorse candidates, build a coalition, and 
opp<>Ae anti-gay legisl~on and n:f~da 
Meetingsarethe3rdSaturdayofev~mOD1b 
in Augusta. FMI call 1-·800-55-¥1.GPA. 
ParentsandFriendsofLabimsandGays 
(P-FLAG) is a support, advocacy and edu-
cational group for parents, families and 
friends of lesbian, gay, bisexual and .trans-
gendered people. Meetings are 2nd Tuesday 
of every mODth at Pride's Cmier ChUICh, 
Westbrook. For resource and meeting infor-
mation call Rita at 766-5158. 
Northern Lambda Nord is an educatiCDal, 
informational, social, and service <rganiza-
tion serving lesbian, gay, and bisexual people 
in northern Maine and New Brunswick. 
Meetings are 2nd Sunday of every mODth at 
1 pm (ME), 2 pm(N-B), at Lions Commu-
nity: Ctr., High St, Caribou, and can be 
. reached every Wednesday by1bePhoneline 
in addition to hosting special evmts f <r 
recreation and action. Call 207/498-2088. 
The Matlovicb Sodeiy is an cducatiooal 
and cuhural organization of lesbians, .bi-
sexuals, gay men, and frienm committed to 
sharing our history as well as providing 
pmoo-affirming presentations and discu&-
sions in a supp<rtive envirooment Meetings 
on the second and fourth Tlmrsday every 
month.at7:30pm at the Holiday Inn Bytbe 
Bay, 88 Spring St Portland. Free parking 
. andaccCMible.tothemobility-impaired. Call 
201n73-120'J. 
National Associatim of Social Workers, 
ME. Chapter, Sexual Minority Issues Com-
mittee welcomes new social w<rk members. 
Our purpose is to educate, p-ovideICSOUICCS, 
and lobby legislators on issues involving 
sexual minorities in Maine. Meetings are on 
the 3rd Thursday of every mooth at 5 pm at 
the Community Counseling Ctr., 343 Forest 
Ave., Portland. FMI call Perry Sutherland, 
874-1030. 
Out and About is a nonprofit, lesbian ( over 
18) support and educational group. News-
letter & calendar of local, cwrent monthly 
events. Meets Mondays at 7:00 pm. FMI, 
call 603/659-2139 or write POB 332, Ports-
mouth, NH 03802-0332. 
Lesbian ACOA Meeting, Tuesdays, 7-
8 :30 pm at 7 Middle St., Brunswick (behind 
the UU ChUICh by the Public Library. FMI, 
call Jo, 725-5103. 
MUSIC 
Women In Hannooy is an eclectic choral 
ensemble open to all women regardless of 
age, race, religion, or sexual orientation. If 
you are interested in becoming a member or 
volunteering organizational skills, send 
SASE (including your phone number) to 
P.O. Box 7944, Portland, ME. 04112, or call 
772-0013. 
Maine Gay Men's CTh~rus is a community 
chorus which brings men together to en-
hance social tolerance and diversity in the 
Greater.J>ortland area, as·well "8 affirming 
the gay/lesbian ex~te with creative and 
lively musical entertainment. FMI call 883-
8099 .or Write M.G.M.C., P.O. Box 10391, 
J>ortland, Ml!. 04104. 
,( .ne,r:~omm•s Jazz Ensemble ·aims to 
brul:g wo~en musicians together to sharpen 
sight reading skills and explore .improvisa-
tiCDal, compositional and arranging abilities 
inanoo-competltive, nurturing environment 
A little knowledge of music, and willing-
ness tocommitto a weeklyrehearsalschcdule 
and have fun this summer are all you need. 
For more information write Kate Austin, 
P.O. Box 7944, Portland, 04112. 
PHONE SUPPORT 
Region by region 
National CenterforLesbian RidJtsYouth 
. Prqject; 1-800-528-NCT..R. 
BmtopAlliapce ofLabiap apdGay Youth 
(JAGLY}; 1-800-347-lEEN. 
P<stland: 
The AIDS Line: 1-800-851-}JDS or 775-
1267. IDV/AIDS related qu~tions, call 
Mon.-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Mon. & Wed. eve-
nings until 7:30 pm. Anonymous. 
DIAL KID~: 774-T ALK. For lesbian, gay, 
•bi & questioning youth under 19 yrs. 
Ingraham Volunteen: Call 774-HELP 
(774-4357). 
The AIDS Project: 774-6877. Located at 
22 ~onumentSq.,Sdifloor,Portland 04101. 
Call for informatioo and support group meet-
ings in Portland, Lewiston, Brunswick . 
Bqor: Eastern Maine AIDS Network: 990-
3626 
.B.d.u.u;. Waldo-Knox AIDS Coalition: 338-
1427 
Bnmswick: Merrymeeting AIDS Support 
Services: 725-4995 
Brid&t<>P: Community Task Force on AIDS : 
583-6608 -
Rumford: Community AIDS Awareness Pro-
gram: 823-4170 
Lewiston: Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coa-
lition: 786-4697 
W aterville: Dayspring: 626-3432 
Ellsworth: Down East AIDS Network: 667-
3506 
OxfordHil!s; OxfordHillsCommunity AIDS 
Network: 743-7451 
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & 
Gays (P-FLAG) 
Contacts in Maine 
(* indicates monthly meetings) 
Augusta/Hallowell: 623-2349 
*Bangor/Brewer: 989-5180 
Brunswick/Bath: see Waldoboro 
*Lewiston/ Auburn: 783-9789 
*Portland: 766-5158 
Waldoboro: 832-5859 
Contacts in New Hampshire 
P-FLAG NH 24 hour Helpline: 603/623-
6023 








New Hampshire P-FLAG'Meetings . 
Concord: Meets 3rd Swfday from 3-5 pm at 
1st Congtegatiooal Church, Washingtoo & 
North Main Streets. (use Washington St. 
entrance), FMI call 603/668-0741. 
Seacoast: Meets 1st Tuesday from 7-9 pm at 
Stratham Community ChUICh, Emory Lane, 
Stratham ( 1st right west of Rte 101 circle), 
FMI call 603n72-3893 or 5196. 
Monadnock&&ion: Meets4thMODdayfrom 
7-8:30 pm at Unitarian Church, 
Peterborough, FMI call 603/547-2545. 
Nashua: Meets 3rd Thursday at 7:30 pm at 
Unitarian-Universalist ChUICh, Lowell & 




fidential screening and treatment for SID• s 
for residents and noo-residents at a walk-in-
clinic. Low cost, medicaid accepted. 
AnODymous, confidential HIV testing by 
appointment only. Clinic open Tues. 
&Thurs.,_ 3:30 to 6pm at Portland City Hall 
Room 303. FMI call 874-8784. 
PJapped Parmthood of Northern New 
Endand; Serving men and women, off~-
ing annual exams, pregnancy testing, birth 
control info. & supplies (free condoms!), 
testing and treatment for infections and 
STD's, menopause support and more. 
Evening hours, affordable services, andcom-
plet.econfidentiality. Medicaid welcome. 970 
Forest Ave., Portland. FMI call 874-1095. 
Identity Support 
Out For Good; Meets Thursdays 7-9 pm, 
445 Main St., Biddeford. Lesbian support/ 
discussion group. Free or $1 donation to 
help w/rent. FMI write P .O. Box 727, 
Biddeford, 04005. 
Dipity. Etc,; Meets third Sunday at 5:15 
pm at St. Luke's Cathedral (Emmanuel 
Chapel), Portland. All are welcome. Fel-
lowship & potluck supper follow 5:15 pm 
service. We minister to the lesbian and gay 
community.FMI, writeP.O. Box8113,Port-
land 04104. 
Central Maine Gay Men's Sugport 
!zr.oulll Tuesdays from 7-8 :30 pm. FMI call 
622-1888 or 622-4254. 
0-SQUad; Support group for lesbian, gays, 
bisexuals, & transgendereds. Serving 
Franklin County, based at UM Farmington. 
FMI call and leave message, 778-7380. 
Imnr§u11portGroYJ: Meets regularly, pro-
viding confidential support, education and 
social activities for cross dressers, trans-
sexuals, their families, friends, & others 
interested in gender dysphoria issues. FMI 
write TransSupport, P.O. Box 17622, Port-
a O a a O a a a 2 6 2 
land, 04101. 
WomeuSurvivorsofChilclhoodAbuse:A 
support group for survivors of chil~d 
.abuse and/or sexual assault meets every 
Wednesday from ViO to 3 pm. Free, confi-
dential, safe, facilitated. For more 
information and location call 874-6593 . 
Maine Bisexual People's Network; Meet,s 
to affirm in all a positive nature of bisexual-
ity and work toward greater acceptance in 
the bisexual, gay, lesbian, and straight com-
munities. Support and referrals available. 
FMI write P.O. Box 10818, Portland, ME. 
04104. 
Wilde-Stein Qub; Meets every Thursday 
at 6 :30 pm at Memorial Union, Sutton 
Lounge, UM at Orono. 
Lesbian/Bisexual m1111ort mu11; Meets 
every Tuesday at UM Orono. FMI call 581-
1425. 
Am Chofsbi; A Maine Lesbian/Gay Jewish 
support group, meets monthly. FMI call 
Rheatha at 874-2970 . 
Seacoast Gay Men; Meets Mondays at 7 
pm at the South Unitarian-Universalist 
ChUICh, 292 State Street, Portsmouth NH. 
Support, guestspealccn, parties, events. FMI 
call 603/898-1115 or write P.O. Box 1394, 
P<rtsmouth 03802-1394. 
Lewiston/Aubum; A new gay, lesbian, bi-
sexual support group for the Lewiston/ 
Auburn area meets.every Monday at 7 pm at 
the Unitarian-UniversalistChUICh oo Spring 
Street in Auburn. 
Buildine IP lgclQliye fomm9Qiu; Meets 
to explore ways of building an inclusive and - . . 
safe community, offering support, activities 
and education at Andi. Valley AIDS Coali-
tiOD, 4 Lafayette Street, Lewiston. Call for 
times at 795-6219. 
Parents 
Partners of Parents; A group to support 
gays and lesbians who have partners with 
children. An inf<rmal discussion group ad-
dreasing issues and situations unique to the 
non-traditiODal blended family. Meets every 
3rd Monday from 7 to 9 pm at W oodfords 
Congregational Church in Portland. FMI 
cail 774-5032. 
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Parents Grou11; 
Meeting in the Augusta area the Augusta 
area. For dates, places and times write GLB 
Parents Group, P.O. Box 13, Augusta, Me 
04332-0013 . 
Youth Support 
OUTRIGHT TOO; Sundays, 6pmatPeace 
& Justice Center, 359 Main St., Bangor. 
Support group for lesbian, gay, bisexual 
youth -ages 16-22. FMI, call 285-7180. 
OUTRIGHT/Central Maine; Weekly ,con-
fidential meetings for gay, lesbian, & 
questioning youth 22 years and under. Call 
"First Call" at 795-6677 or 1-800-339-4042 
and ask about OUI'RIGHT. 
OUTRIGHT/Portland; Meets every Fri-
day from 7:30-9:30 pm at Williston West 
ChUICh, 32 Thomas St., Portland. Safe and 
supportive discussions with and for gay, 
lesbian, bisexual & questioning yow 
a a a a a? a a ¥a'!! 
people. FMI call 774-TALK, or 774-HELP 
or write to P.O. Box 5370 Statioo A, Port-
land, ME. 04101. 
OUTRIGHT/Seacoast; Meets every Fri-
day from 7 to 9 pm at the Unitarian Church 
annex building adjacent to the fire statioo, 
206 Court St., Portsmouth NH. FMI call 
Teenline at 1-800-639-6095 or write P.O. 
Box 842, Portsmouth NH 03801. 
HIV Related Support Meetinp 
Portland; 
Mondays: HIV negative partners of people 
living with HIV, 6:30-7:30 pm. 
Tuesdays: People Living with HIV disease 
and all friends, families, lovers, and-
caregivers, 10:30 am-Noon. 
2nd & 4th Tuesdays: Living Well focuses 
on quality of life and empowerment for 
those living with HIV/AIDS. 
Thursdays: Women.Living with HIV meets 
from 1:15-2:45 pm. Men Living with HIV 
meets from 5:30-7 pm. 
The above Portland support groups meet at 
The AIDS Project, 22 Monument Sq. , 5th 
floor. Call Sandy Titus ~t 774-6877 or 1-
800-851-2437 for more information. 
Lewiston; 2nd & 4th Tuesdays: Women's 
Support Group. Call Diana Carrigan at The 
AIDS Project office at 783-4301. 
Auburn; Thursdays: People Living with 
HIV meets at 7 pm at American Red Cross, 
70 Court St., Auburn. Call Claire Gelinas at 
Andi. Valley AIDS Coalition at 786-4697. 
Bnmswick; Meetings for family and friends 
who have loved ones with HIV/AIDS at 
Merrymeeting AIDS Support Services, 8 
Lincoln Street. FMI on meeting days apd 
times ca11 Brian at ns-49ss. 
Gardiner; 1st & 3rd Wednesdays: People 
Living with HIV meets from 1:30-3 pm at 
the Physicians Building behind Kennebec 
Valley RegionalHeaUhAgeocy Annex. Call 
Brian Allen at MASS at 725-4955. 
Biddeford; 1st and 3rd Wednesdays: Fam-
ily and Friends Who Care ( about people 
with HIV disease) meets at 7 pm at Southern 
Maine Medical Center, Cafeteria #3, 2nd 
floor. Call Roger LaChance at 284-4102. 
Rnm(nrd/Mexico Area; Mondays: AIDS 
Support Group/Phoneline meets from 7-8 :30 
pmat Mexico Congregatiooal Church, Main 
Street, Mexico. Call 364-8603. 
Androsco1du Valley Aids Coalitiop; 
Thursdays: SupportforpeoplewithHIV & 
their families. 7 pm, 70 Court St., 2nd floor, 
Auburn. FMI call 786-4697. 
M.aine AIDS Alliance 
Member Organizations 
AIDS Coalition of Lincoln County: P.O. 
Box 421, Damariscotta, ME 04543-0421. 
Call 563-8953. 
AIDSLoclgingHouse:P.0. Box3820,Port-
land, ME 04101-3820, Call 874-1000. 
Androscoggin Valley AIDS Coalition: P.O. 
Box 7977, Lewiston, ME 04243. Call 78~ 
4697. 
Children's AIDS Network: P.O. Box 793, 
Portland, ME04104. Call 761-1872. 
Community AIDS Awareness Program: 
P.O. Box 457 Rumford, ME 04276. Call 
0 s a a a a a O a a 
823-4170. 
Community Task Force on AIDS Educ.: 
P.O. Box 941, Naples, ME 04055. Call 583-
~-
Dayspring: 32 Winthrop St., Augusta, ME 
04330.Call62~3432. 
Down East AIDS Network: 114 State.St., 
Ellsworth. ME 04605. Call 667-3506. 
Eastern Maine AIDS Network: P.O. Box 
2038, Bangor, ME 04401. Call 990-3626. 
Merrym.eeting AIDS Support Se".: P.O. 
Box 57, Brunswick, ME 04011-0057. Call 
725-4955. 
NamesProject/Maine:P.O.Box4319,Port-
land, ME 04101. Call 774-2198. 
Oxford Hills Community AIDS Network: 
_ P.O. Box 113, Paris, ME 04271-0113. Call 
743-7451. 
People With AIDS Coalition of ME.: 696 
Congress Street, Portland, ME 04101. Call 
773-8500. 
St. John Valley Ail>S Task Force: c/o 
NMMC, 143 E. Main St., Fort Kent, ME 
04743. Call 834-3355. 
The AIDS Project: 22 Mooument Sq., 5th 
flr., Portland, ME 04101. Call 774-6877. 
Wald~Knox AIDS Coalition: P.O. Box 
956, Belfast, ME 04915. Call 338-1427. 
STONEWALL, cont. from pg. 3 
asked to march with their counterparts. 
For example, youth contingents (Outright 
. and others) from Maine, New Hampshire 
and Vennont would march together. Our 
plan is to hold an "After Stonewall" sym-
posium style, three state, one day gather-
~g in July or August' - · 
Bus seats from Maine will be avail-
able until June 10. The buses originate in 
Bangor and Portland and will make sev-
eral stops en route on 1-95 for conve-
nience. For bus inf onnation call 207-871-
9940. From Boston, NOW ~ reseived 
some forty buses and several planes. 
Expect that all these sources could be filled 
by early June. 
New Yorlc. will be mobbed on Sun-
day, June 26th, whether it for the March, 
the Rally, the Christopher StreetFairorthe 
dances and fireworks. h is strongly sug-
gested you bring your own water and food 
as restaurants and shops will have long 
lines. When buying subway tokens (don't 
expect to make it into New Y ode. by car), 
buy what you will need for the day. Carry 
a subway map and wear sunsaeen. 1bink 
ahead for all your personal nee.ds and try to 
get them before you anive. If you 
encounter an emergency, take it to one of 
the Stonewall marshals or guides for 
assistance. Crisis Centers will be set up 
with transportation. 
Finally, New Yorlc. is really many 
little neighborhoods. New Yorker's are 
far friendlier than reputed and will be 
found to be very hclpful. Stonewall is their 
pride and heritage. You are a welcomed 
and exner1M ouelll /\A a;-Y 0 a._ b Y a a a 
HOT GUYS ARE WAITING ... 
MAINE 
Portland REACH OUT AND FEEL 
SOMEONE: 20yrold, 5'8", 155, 
brn/blu. I want ta talk and meet with 
guys in the area. Call for my 
number. 1'28765 
Waterville I CAN REAl1Y COOK: 
Student seeks a yng guy under 30 ta 
spend tinie with. I can cook, too! 
1'28884 . 
Portland TINGLE ALL OVER: 
Seeking men in good mind/body 
shape. I have incredible techniques 
and would love ta make you fell 
great. "29064 
ME THE BEST OF BOTH 
WORLDS: Anatomically, I am a 
man. You better hurry before I 
change more than my mind. I am 
looking for guy ta treat me like the 
sexy lady I am. Call me and 
experience me. "29420 
ME CENTRAL STATE: 23 yr old 
married guy seeks discreet friends 
for a little adventure. "26412 
ME SOUTHERN COAST: 5'8", 
165, 30. Into guys who like a really 
good time. Ler s get it together. 
1'24573 
VT BURLY BUJIJNGTONIANS: 19 
Yrs. old looking for men in Burlington 
area under 25 yrs. old. "29439 
MASSACHUS[TT:, 
603 Area Code UPPER VAWY: 25 yr old 
seeb guys, 18-26, for hot times. ,,25439 
.Boston ROUGH ANDlOlaNft: . 
Seeking a guy in the OA10~ha11ilfl", 
170 and am welHlliift.l.l~""'!')' 
masc and .:leon.:11ease:ae 
rugged. Race in11...,1bml 
inexperienced. ,r261111) 
YOU CAN RESPOND TO 
AN AD BY CALLING: 
Boston SOUTH SD:-:20~ 
into books, car:s anil-trn,,,lilfflJ,l 
like late night dmes ancl:mriab 
older guys up lo '30.~62111 
Springfield MEET.MUrnlHE 
MAU: 20yro'ld,:3'9",-gn 
eyes/brn hair. ~~ · 
around my age·lor.n'~Hun-
music, shopping,c. -.r-.zm) 
Boston HORSE~ 
NEEDED: 5'8"~ 1'45,~ir, 
blue eyes. I have __,,-_,....i, 
a man before. Seelong-0'9'1Y2!9-
40, ta break ,ne jn~. 
1'28144 
Boston TIGHT ~ :5'1>"., 
125, 33 yr old seob.~b3!TMs 
who are slim. "2~ 
MA SOUTH~T.IRN:m_,,.. 
old seeks other Bi-guys.' tam'.ll 
MWM in great shape.lanrapen 
and honest and very discreet. 
1'28213 
ME HAIR HERE: 30 year old 
GWM, 5' 1 O" , 190 with long black 
hair, beard and a stache. I am hairy 
and into camping, hiking and 
hanging out. "19203 1•900• 884•GAYS 
MA GWM: 43,.6', 123. lcmi 
seeking friendship ana __ gm,d 
times. Call me. ,,2533] 
MA 32 YR OLD: seekfflQ:Olllarl 
ta get ta know. I am:new. ME CENTRAL STATE: Definite tp is 
hoping ta hear from you soon. 
1'19212 
Maine SHOW ME THE WAY: New ta 
the scene ad interested in a man in his 
early 30' s. I am good looking and in 
good shape. Help me explore. "16925 
Maine SOUL CO;NNEOI0Ni 27 Y"!'r 
old is into theater and bicycling in the 
outdoors. Quiet guy likes ta have fun . 
1'13122 
Caribou Area NORTHERN 
EXPOSURE: Northern Maine: looking to 
meet local guys. Lers keep warm. 1'9254 
Maine OUT OF THE LOOP: 29 YO, 
175, brn/ blue. Seeking 18-24 interested 
in music and sports. I have been out far 
4 yrs. ,,4754 
Maine SOITTR SIDE: 5'7, brw curly 
hair, fem. looks, but masc. acting, please 
be discreet when calling. "1467 
Maine FIRST TIME CAW!.; 23 y/o, 
gwm, 6' 1, 180lbs, great shape, brw hair, 
hazel eyes, enjoy camping, hiking, 
movies, bowling, music, -enjoy partying 
occasionally. ,.4311 
Maine OUR LITTLE SECRET: 22 y/o, 
5'10, 160lbs, atrac., seeks discreet 
meeting ,r5092 
New Hampshire/Vermont 
NH SOUTHERN STATE: Seeking guy 
18-28 for discreet daytime activities. 
,r27537 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
To Place Your FREE Printed Ad With 
VoiceMail, Call 1-800-546-MENN 
a 
To Respond or Browse Personals 
CALL THE 900 # SHOWN, THEN: 
PRESS: I. Free Personal Ad With 
Voice Mailbox. 
PRESS: 2. Hear Lat .. t Personals 
Sorted By Area Code 
PRESS: 3. R,.pond To A Specific 
Printed Ad Shown Here. 
PRESS: 4. In.structions & Tips · 
PRESS: 0. To Talk LIVE! 
PRESS:*· To Pick Up M .. sages 
In Your Mailboxes. 
For Customer Service Assislance: 
41S-281-3183. 24 Hrs. 
a a a a 
TOUCH TONE REQUIRED $ I 99 / MIN 
OVER 18ONLY.MFl415281 3183 
1'25396 . 
MA MY lATEST1EDl>Y_flJ5yr 
old, 5'10", 170. lliketawearse)!)' 
lingerie and tolk on the phone. !!26 l'lio · 
Hyannis Port PURITAN: 35 yr-old,;quiet 
romantic seeks a relationship based:an 
, · NH LIKE A VIRGIN: 31 yr old exercise 
nut, 5'9", good-looking. I am a virgin and 
seeking a discreet guy ta bring me along. 
I like to give. _!26076NH SOUTHEAST: 
24 year old is looking ta rel ieve a little 
stress. ,rft35of . old-foshioned morols. "2631"9 
DOWNHIU RACER: I love dining out 
and downhill skiing. I am 6' 1" with sandy 
blonde hair and a smooth bdy. 25 years 
old. ,,12281 
Manchester MANCHESTER: 39 y/o, 
brw hair, hazel eyes, 175lbs, musclr 
build, seeking guy 21 -35 for pass. rel., 
enjoy skiing, cooking & quiet times. 
1'1665 
CLEAN CUT: 25 y/o, gwm, goodlkg, 
desires good times with fit guys.(no 
fats/fems please). ,,5900 
Central New Hampshire, NATIVE, 
TEXAN, 6'2, 245lbs, short brw hair, 
clean shaven, new ta area,lookin for chat, 
new friends ,.3942 
Merimack, GOOD WITH MY HANDS: 
34, 6'2, 175lbs, brw hair/ eyes, good 
built, into outdoors, animals, working on 
things, poke around antique shops, 
interested? 1'7280 
26, 5'10, 140lbs, goodlkg, brw hair, 
swimmer's build, en joy music, booches, 
movies, a,ddling, friends, seekin sincere guy 
my age. 1'4194 
Manchester, SEEKING SOMEONE 
SPECIAL: 23, GWM, 6'1", 168, Brn 
hair, eyes. Seeking someone about the 
same ... 2m 
DADDY DEAREST: bttm boy for daddy 
sought, ,r3586 
Maldin, SERVES HIM RIGHT: WM, 
seeks BM (N2 bn served.) 1'5252 
MEl10W: 32, 5'10, 1401bs, blue eyes, 
thinning hai r, enjoy all musics, stock car 
racing, seeking guy up ta 33. ,.4351 
COUfGE GUY? need 1-eip? fincn::es lo#. 
,,3301 
a a a a a 
Winchedon TOUCHDOWN: Cute "Uyr 
old, 6' 1", 175. Football player'~ bdi1d. 
Seeking guys for friends and fun . 'lf.23226 
Boston DO IT All: GWM, "26, :iii", 
140, brn hair. Seeking a WM, 113:30. 
Portuguese/ 
Italian A+. Friends and moyl,emare. 
1'23928 
Boston SEEKING SHE-MAl!S: 71.iS11W 
will show you a good time. I am blk=d 
well-built. 1'24160 
MA PUT ON YOUR 10P FIAT:557~, 
blonde and blue total btm seeks a good 
timin' tap. "24188 
FEMALE ONLY PE RSON AU 
11,e,e', ao dage to lent • •Nliog: • 
1-800-326-Mm ' 
DISCREET• CONFIDENT/Al • W Y 
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Proceeds to benefit Equal Protection Maine 
By Winnie Weir, Editor 
On Sunday, June 19th (Portland 
Pride Weekend), the Underground, 3 
Spring Street in Portland will be the site 
of the 11th annual Miss Gay Maine Pag-
eant. O~ner Randy Scott and Manager 
Thom Sambrook provided some back-
ground and information about the event. 
In 1984 Randy Scott and Sandy 
Michelle (from Boston) were sitting 
around discussing friends,-business, and 
the future of the trans gender entertain-
ers in our society and in Portland. They 
thought about·· it, joked about it, and 
finally said, '1...et'stryit." Randyworlted 
hard developing the advertising. Sandy 
helped by hiring Joanna Lee, host/enter-
tainer/show director from Boston, and 
"Miss Gay Maine" was created. It was a 
contest_jn which female impersonators 
competed in various categories for 
tiara, cash and trophies. 
Randy admits that, "to some 
people this idea seemed bizarre. Miss 
Gay Maine was created to acknowledge 
the part of gay life that no one under-
stood. In the 70' s and 80' s these 
illusionists bad become known as stars 
in gay clubs and at gay events in many 
major US cities. 
According to Scott, Miss Gay 
Maine was a hit the very first year. 
From 1984 to 1990 it was organized by 
all the local female illusionists , who did 
a superb job making the yearly event a 
success. 
In 1990, Brent, from the Under-
ground, met with bar owners state-wide 
to discuss the pageant. They decided to 
change the contest somewhat. To be a 
contestant, you had to win a local Bar 
title. Toe new rules enabled people from 
Portland to Bangor to be involved. 
"It also created state-wide commu-
nity harmony as we entered the decade 
where we are changing the face of hu-
man rights to include us," says Scott. 
"As people got word of how well our 
community worked together, and how 
successful this contest was, we got calls 
from people involved with Miss Gay 
New England to discuss buying the fran-
chise. What a compliment." 
In an effort to simplify the event, 
which is one of the best female illusion 
shows in New England, contestants will 
no longer be required to have won alocal 
bar contest. 'Toe main purpose of this 
event," according to Manager, Thom 
Sambrook, "is to provide an evening of 
entertainment and fun and at the same 
time raise some much needed funds for 
organizations in the community worlt-
ing to secure our rights." 
This year the proceeds will benefit 
the work of Equal Protection Maine as it 
takes on Carolyn Cosby and Concerned 
Maine Families. The selection of EPM 
as the beneficiary of this year' s event 
seem most fitting as it was just over one 
year ago that EPM bad its first meeting 
at the Underground. 
This promises to be a fun evening 
to top off Portland Pride weekend. Mark 
thedate. M 
UNDERGROUND 
By Rita M. Kissen 
NACHAS: a Yiddish word meaning 
"pride, "pronounced with the accent 
on the first syllable, which rhymes 
with "Bach. ") 
I took my spouse to see ''Philadel-
phia" on a rainy Sunday afternoon last 
month. It was the second time I bad seen 
the film, a good opportunity to reflect on 
why I liked it so much. 
Since I never read reviews until 
after I've seen a movie, all my material 
about "Philadelphia" has long since mi-
grated to the recycle bins at the Peaks 
Island dump. But I do recall some highly 
unfavorable comments in periodicals 
whose politics I generally share. Casco 
Bay Weekly, as I recall, ran a headline 
that accused "Philadelphia" of being 
mere "cream cheese." Writers of the 
queer and straight radical left condemned 
it as a feel-good-while-you-cry Holly-
wood tear-jerker, too little and too late. 
Much criticism was directed at the fact 
that Andy, the Tom Hanks character, 
and his lover Miguel are not permitted 
even one on-screen kiss, much less any 
display of passion (though they do slow-
dance together at a costume party). I' ve 
also heard people complain that Andy' s 
· family is too good to be true, rallying 
around him with unreal unanimity. Per-
sonally, I was glad to see a film where 
people love and support their gay son 
and brother. There are such families , 
after all. And maybe if we saw more of 
them on the screen, some of the others 
would get the idea 
With all due respect to these jour-
nalistic deconstructions, I think there' s 
!ti/· - ~ 
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FR I NO COVER SAT 
another way to view ''Philadelphia" To 
me, it's a not so much a film about AIDS 
as it is about homophobia, and more 
specifically, about the changing con-
sciousness of one man, Joe Miller, who 
is faced with amoral choice and grows to 
meet the human consequences of that 
choice. 
Denzel Washington's portrayal of 
Joe illuminates one of the basics ofhetero-
sexist male psychology, as it's constructed 
in America: the unbreakable connection 
between sexism and homophobia. like 
most men in our culture, Joe associates 
being a real man with being a heterosexual 
provider and lover; when a gay law student 
comes on to him during a chance meeting 
inaconvenience store,he's ready to pound 
the guy to a pulp for suggesting that Joe is 
anything less than a "manly" man. 
like most people who are not gay, 
Joe does not begin to rethink his assump-
tions until be is faced with a real live 
human being. When Andy appears in his 
office and asks Joe to take bis case against 
thelawfirmthathasfiredAndybecausebe 
has AIDS, Joe refuses easily; for him, 
Andy is still an abstraction, and a frighten-
ing one at that. It'sonlyafterJoeinadvert- · 
ently witnesses Andy's humiliation by an 
AIDS-phobic librarian that he begins to 
move closer. The scene that follows, in 
which Joe reads the Supreme Court deci-
sion on discrimination against people with 
AIDS,isHollywoodatitsmostfoIU1ulaic: 
closeshotofthebookmovingfromAndy' s 
hand to Joe' s; full orchestral accompani-
ment as Joe reads the relevant passage, 
long shot of the two of them from the i 
vantage of the libraIY' s ornate ceiling. But 
there' s something more going onbere than 
melodrama This scene, the turning point 
in the film, is -the moment at which Joe 
becomes an ally, as Andy ceases to be a 
strange and frightening nuisance and be-
comes a person. 
Even its detractors admit that ' 'Phila-
delphia: is a ''first"-tbe first mainstream 
movie to talk openly about AIDS, and the 
first to present a gay major character who 
is sympathetic (i.e. , neither neurotic, alien-
ated, nor an ice pick murderer). We need 
lots more major films showing the lives of 
gays and lesbians-films about gay people 
who survive rejection by their families, 
films about AIDS that are far more politi-
cal and outrageous than "Philadelphia," 
films that make us want to act up, as well 
as pull out our hankies. But we need 
' 'Philadelphia," too. One slightly cynical 
remarlt I ovemeard about this movie was 
MISS GAY MAINE, JUNE 19th 
Dancing til 3am every Friday & Saturday. 
.,,. that it' s really a film for straight people. If 
that's true, I hope that lots of straight 
people will see it and come away a little 
more troubled, a little more ready to take 
the first step. M 
•• 
MUSIC ON REVIEW 
Women In Harmony: 
Something About the 
Women 
By Aimsel Ponti, Contributor 
It's not often one can actually say, 
'That was a perfect ending to a pelfect 
day!" (and really mean it). However, 
such was truly the case on Saturday 
evening, May 21st at the Immanuel Bap-
tist Church. It had been a gorgeous day 
in Portland and when the sun went down, 
the music began. This was Women in 
Harmony's second live performance, 
and underthedirectionofSonjaDahlgren 
Pryor it was two and a half hours well 
spent; music, diversity, laughter and 
more music. 
Yes, the chorus has talent, any 
one can hear that, but they have so much 
more. The music is like a string of white 
lights, fl.owing through and connecting 
each voice. From the haunting and beau-
tiful blending of .. I Believe" with .. Ave 
Maria" to the fun and lively "Songs of 
the 60' s Medley", the 50 women of the 
chorus were one with the music. The 
audience became part of this , often en-
couraged to sing along, and taught the 
lyrics as well. 
There were several solo perfor-
mances. Lynette Breton, withherbluesy 
sound, delivered· .. All the Pretty Little 
Horses", a heartbreaking children's folk 
~ong. Soon after, we were treated to a 
cabaret style "My Girl", complete with a 
feather boa and sequins, by Christine 
O'Leary . Lee Bryant's rendition of 
Nina Simone's " I Wish I Could Know 
How it Feels to be Free," sung with 
incredible ease and finesse, was cer-
tainly another highlight. Donna Jean 
Hurd's sweet soprano voice during 
''Villa", floated above us as if it were a 
cloud. 
The chorus was accompanied on a 
few selections by musicians Carol Jones, 
bassist, and Linda Stevens, drummer. 
ThetalentanddedicationofpianistLinda 
Marks was apparant. Their instruments 
added an additional texture for our ears. 
Initially, I found it odd that the 
houselights remained on, but it made the 
chorus's connection to the audience all 
the more enjoyable. And it made it 
easier to see Women in Harmony's 
favorite set of hands, belonging to Tania 
Hubacher as she did a truly artistic and 
flowing American Sign Language inter-
pretation of the show, adding another 
layer of diversity to the evening. 
This is bow Womm. Ill E z 
describe themsdves: 
.. We are young and d4.Jnitii1D• 
sexual and straight, andcome:ii.mt,niilllle 
varietyofetbnicbackgroon,hu T « 
life. Someofusareprofessione'IDMMiwies 
and others are novices who .siqily~ 
music and the art of singing" 
Women In 11.annony ae .Jl.Jotiil 
treasure who share a passionfarliiQiil!g 
and have a sense of humor 1Do. ~ 
performedinfrontof afullhwsc,Satwoi:Jay 
night and the audience enjoyed-and 
ciated every moment 
I suspect they'll be singing.fOl'"'U, 
and for themselves for many moons. 1lle 
namesinthechorus may changeover.lime, 
but never the love of song. As thm 
opening numbtt asked us, .. What wwld 
we do without music?" 
You got me. M 
The Future of White Men & other diversity dilemmas: 
an Interview with author, Joan Steinau Lester 
This really is a book that~ i<>me-
thing for everyone: African-Americans, 
Jews, gays, women, Latinos/Latinas, even 
the white men in the title, to mention but a 
few. 1he book covers topics such as guilt, 
--
J.RMorgan, A & E Editor 
We've all heard a lot about diversity 
issues lately, and many ofus feel confused 
and uncertain about what it all means, and 
where everyone will fit in sotj.ety after 
taken-for-granted (even if resented.) hier-
aICbies are turned on their heads. And we 
may feel uncomfortableaboutbowtotreat 
"people we perceive as different, and who 
now seem to l.d.ve become startlingly 
present at work or in the neighboxbood. 
Many people in the country have 
been thinking long and bani about these 
and similar questions, and one of these is 
Joan Steinau Lester, co-founder ofF.quity 
Institute, Inc., "a multicultural, national 
non-profit agency, committed to the elimi-
nation of all 'isms'." Ms. Lester brings 
rare perspective to issues of diversity: ac-
tive in the civil rights movement of the 
1960' s, she personally encountered preju-
dice and confusion as a partnerin a biracial 
marriage, in raising her children from this 
marriage, and later as a partnerinaLesbian 
couple. Shehaswrittenabook. TheFuture 
of White Men & Other Diversity Dilem-
~ . and wasinPortlandrecently at abook 
signing at Bookland I bad an opportunity 
to talk with her about her book and her 
work, and get a better understanding of 
what "diversity " can mean. 
Joan Lester desaibes The Future of 
White Men as a '1ighthearted handbook'' 
to questions about diversity; she wanted to 
get beyond the number-oriented ap-
proaches and move into a more personal, 
humanized, day-to -day vision of issues 
facing all of us. As sortof"Diversity 201" 
textbook, Lester wants the book to be ''for 
everybody," and she shows bow all 
people can become more aware of and 
responsive to the changes in our society. 
PROGRESSIVE CARDS, GIFTS + WRAP 
615a CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND nJ-5547 
•a a a a a a a a a a a 
Asawbiteman,Iwasintrigued(and 
a little intimidated) by her title, and by 
asking her about it I discovered that Lester 
hopes to show that yes, this diversity issue 
can be approached with a sense of humor, 
and that people nee.d not be so afraid of 
"offending someone" that they stifle their 
sense of fun. She said that the typical 
response of peop e earing the title fot the 
first time is shocked silence, then laughter, 
and she's glad She maintains that humor 
throughout the book, and this enables her 
to treat highly sensitive and charged issues 
deftly and intelligently, without becoming 
preachy or self-righteous. The Future of 
White Men doesn't have a trace of the off-
putting rancor and pretension some might 
expe.ct from such a title, and after reading 
it I could see that it makes sense Lester 
considers&maBombeckone ofherintlu-
ences. 
See WIIlTE MEN, page 18 
99c VIDEO RENTALS 
EVERY DAY SPECIALS 
TWO LOCATIONS 
Corn er of St eve ns & OPEN Rt e. 1. a c., :.,: >-
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SEPARATION OR DIVORCE? 
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A S:>IJJl10N FOR 1HE 90's! 885-0031 
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4 Portland 
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Cuisine with a flair! 
Serving from 5 p.m. 
Casual ambiance 
Closed on Mondays 
Grandmere's Farm 
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Eggs - Chicken, Quail 
Community Supported AgrlctJture (CSA) 
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MONEYTALK 
Legal Documents 
By Peter J. Callnan, CPA 
An important area to consider when 
developingafinancial plan is legal docu-
ments. Yes, the great mystery oflegali-
ties. WAIT! Before you stop reading, 
let me say it really is not as bad as you 
may think. Legal documents are needed 
to answer difficult questions and to des-
ignate authority and responsibility. Here 
are just a few basic documents which 
you should consider having in place. 
WILL: This is one of the most 
basic documents you should have, even 
if you do not own any significant assets. 
It is particularly important if you have 
established a home with a partner. If you 
do not have this document, there is no 
guarantee that your partner will have 
any part of your estate no matter how 
small it may be. So, it may only be 
furniture or artwork, but never overlook 
the importance of sentimental value to 
someone who loves you. 
DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP 
AGREEMENT: Speaking of partners . 
. . it may save you needless arguments 
and validate your commitment to each 
other to draw up a written agreement. 
This document outlines the implied and 
explicit terms of a relationship. Use it to 
answer questions regarding ownership 
of assets, contribution of income for 
domestic expenses, establish guidelines 
for dispute resolution and even outline 
terms for a peaceful dissolution of the 
relationship should that prove to be nec;-
essary. This can be a powerful tool to 
use in defining your prospective roles in 
the relationship and bow the responsi-
bility for the success of it will be shared. 
Developing it will probably establish 
clear methods of communicating infor-
mation and it can include any terms 
either of you feel are important. 
DURABLE POWER OF AT-
TORNEY: This document will allow 
you to appoint someone to act as your 
agent if for some reason you are unable 
to act on your own behalf. Be careful 
with these ! ! It is probably best to have 
it become effective only in the case of 
some emergency, which is referred to as 
a Springing Power of Attorney, because 
it springs into action after some specific 
event. 
HEALffl CARE PROXY: This 
can also be know as a Durable Power of 
Attorney for Health Care. It will estab-
lish who you want to make medical 
decisions for you should you become ill 
and unable to make those decisions for 
yourself. I would recommend that you 
discuss this at length with whoever you 
want to have accept this responsibility 
and be certain that they understand what 
is appropriate for you. 
There now, was that so bad? Keep 
in mind that these are just a few basic 
documents and it is always advisable to 
have a legal expert review them to make 
certain they are enforceable. Write it 
down and sign it if you want others to 
respect it. Good luck ! M 
Movie on Review: This 
Boy's Life 
This movie is the true story of the 
coming of age of Tobias Wolff, a writer 
who lives in New York and who teaches 
at Syracuse University. Growing up 
during the 50's with his mother, played 
sympathetically by Ellen Barkin, Toby, 
who insists on being called 'Jack,' has 
experiences most of us do not. 
His mother decides to leave Florida 
and drive cross-country in a beat up old 
Nash (precursor to the Rambler) to find 
uranium in Utah. She seems to have · 
thought you could just find it by walking 
around certain areas of the state. 
She dumps the Nash and changes 
plans; she' s cool. She and her son have 
a good relationship, but Jack (played by 
Leonardo DiCaprio) keeps getting into 
trouble. Then along comes 'stability' in 
the form of Mom's new boyfriend played 
by Robert DeNiro. 
At first be' s just a cornball, but 
then he becomes a frighteningly familiar 
figure: thedictatorfather. SeeingDeniro 
in such an utterly hateful role is unusual, 
but he plays it to the hilt, and you really 
grow to despise him. 
After mother and son both realize 
something is wrong, Jack suggests they 
leave. Ms. Barkin says, "I haven't got 
another get-up-and-go in me. I' ve hit a 
brick wall here." Gosh, is lb.at scary! 
Toe homo-erotic element to this 
film emerges slowly, but when it does, 
we see that the affair between Jack and 
A rthu r Gayle (played by Jonah 




not a pretty picture of the 'traditional fam-
ily,' but itis one that is all too common, not 
to mention the fact that the most sensible, 
intelligent, and ultimatcly heroic, person 
in the story is a gay teenager. Freedom, 
brutality, love, devotion, treachery and 
escape,it's all here. ltbinkyou'llenjoyit. 
Because it' s a true stocy, there are 
notices attheendaboutwbat became of the 
variouscbamcters. I was very disappointed 
at not seeing a note on Arthur Gayle. Is it 
possible he's still in Concrete? M 
WHITE MEN, from pg. 17 
relations between minority groups, family 
issues, how statistics can lie, the strengtli- "l,.l 
ening effect of diverse people working 
together, and the language of the "isms" 
and how we can change the won:fs to 
reflect new realities. 
Toe book doesn't stop with simply 
awareness of these issues, either; it calls for 
action, for us to become "allies" both to 
ourscl.vesandto the others. Part Five of the 
book is called 'Toe Top Ten Plus Two" 
and it answers common questions about 
things like joking, the changing names for 
various groups, and the truth in stereo-
types. Lester makes her points through 
stories and personal anecdotes, so I never 
fcltl wasbeing ·~n:redat' and the book 
all-around is an enjoyable and enlighten-
ing read and a passionate call to action. 
M 
ids'S1uff 
THE QUALITY RESALE SHOP 
GENTLY WORN ITEMS FOR CH/WREN 
Always Buying • All Seasons •Infant - Size 10 
Drop off or call for an appointment 
Mall Pla7,1i • S. Portland (by Ames and Book/and) 
Monday - Saturday • 9:30 am - 8:30 pm 
772-7333 or 1-800-564-7333 
YOUTH, conL from pg. 6 
den. Only his door was censored. The 
administration sanctioned his being op-
pressed. According to Evan, students at 
that school were rarely a problem. They 
were intimidated by Evan's 
assertiveness. Evan acknowledged that 
someprobl~IJ}issueswerenotconnected 
to his sexual orientation and added that 
he h.as now effectively dealt with some 
of those issues. 
Eric,Age 17 
"At school I was hurt a lot Every-
one in school knew I was gay. I was 
really scared." With those penetrating 
words, Eric began to tell his story of 
horror to the assembled audience. Eric 
told the principal, '1 need help." The 
principal · responded, "I can't create 
somethingjustforyou." ''It'snotjustfor 
me," Eric informed the principal. "It's 
for other closeted gay students as well, 
but my oppression warns them not to 
come out." 
A gay-positive guidance counse-
lor offered counseling help to Eric, but 
only in the privacy ofheroffice. She was 
on a temporary contract. 
When asked about bis thoughts on 
the question of staying in school as op-
posed to dropping out, Eric said, ''There 
was basically on one who wanted to 
keep bold of me." Against this back-
drop of personal experiences, Eric says, 
-'-'lhat' s why I like speaking to schools; 
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by Rose Mary Denman 
OK, now it's official ... spring is 
here. Now that the cold winds of winter are 
gone, and we no longer need to keep wann 
with heavy clothes and hot, bulky meals, 
we can begin to think in terms of lighter . 
fare as we consider our shopping list. Of 
course,it' s still too cool to think.in terms of 
long, cold drinks out on the patioorenclless 
meals of salads, but it is time to lighten up 
a bit. This can be done quite effectively 
with adding more fresh fruit and veg-
etabl~, especially greens, and deaeasing 
the amount of heavy stews, casseroles or 
oily foods. 
The otht"l' day, as I was going around 
the 1V stations with the remote, I came 
upon a cooking show that apparently fo-
cuses on a low fat diet The two dishes the 
hostess demonstrated reminded me of my 
years in Rhode Island, where seafood is 
even more central to eating than here in 
Maine. One was aManbattan Clam Chow-
der, the other was a light Pasta Primavera. 
I' dlike to share these two gifts from the sea 
with you. 
Pasta Primavera with M~ls 
(Serves4) 
l lb. pasta 
1 1/2 rups chopped, fresh tomatoes 
2 rups chopped onion 
1/2 cup chopped green pepper 
1/2 cup broccoli 
1 rupsnow~ 
1 tsp. chopped garlic 
1 rup white wine 
2rups water 
1 rup skim or soy milk 
1 rup skim ricotta cheese 
2 tsp. white flour 
2 lbs. mussels 
2 tsp. paprika 
1 tsp. Old Bay seasoning 
salt and pepper to taste 
Cook pasta until done. Put 1/2 to 1 
cup of water in the bottom of a deep skillet 
and add garlic, onions and green peppt"l'. 
Saute until nearly tender crisp. Add broc-
coli, tomatoes and snow ~. and com-
plete cooking until all vegetables are ten-
der crisp. (At this point, you might want to 
pull out some of the vegetables, about 2/3 
cup, and set them aside). 
In a separate pan, heat milk with 
ricottaandhalfthe wine, and addtlour. Stir 
overlowheatuntiltbic.kandaeamy. Steam 
mussels in remaining wine, 1 cup water, 1 
tsp. paprika and 1 tsp. Old Bay seasoning. 
Arrange pasta on a large platter. 
Combine cream sauce and sauted veg-
etables from the skillet. Pour over pasta 
Place sauted vegetables you kept aside 
over the pasta and creamed vegetables. 
This retains some of the vibrant color of 
your dish. Arrange mussels around the 
pasta, around the inside edges of your 
platter. 
Manhattan Clam Chowder 
2 lbs. little neck clams 
3 cups water 
1 cup clam juice 
4 cups peeled and cubed potato 
1/2 cup diced green pepper 
2 cups diced fresh tomato 
2 cups onion 
Steam clams, take meat (?ut of shells 
and chop into bite-sized pieces. Toe watt"l' 
at the bottom of the steaming pan is your 
one wp of clam juice. 
Combine the clam juice, 3 wps of 
watt"l', potatoes, onions, green peppt"l' and 
1/2 the tomatoes in a pot and simmer until 
potatoes are tender. Add clams and re-
mainingtomatoes. Heattbrougbanciserve. 
Add salt and peppt"l' to taste. 
These two dishes, with pemaps a 
small salad, crusty bread and goblet of 
wine, present a lovcly dinner for guests. 
Bon appetite! M 
Lessons from the 
epidemic, Part X 
by David Smith 
For the past several months we 
have been taking a different, and some-
times radical, look at the mv epidemic. 
By using this epidemic as a mirror we 
have seen its reflections - reflections that 
point to many aspects of our society that 
are unjust, unfair and dehumanizing. We 
have constantly been able to see the 
reflections of compassion, strength and 
beauty of individuals living with HIV, 
and the dignity of death and of our own 
humanity. 
Ultimately, this look at society with 
its failures and follies, brings us back to 
the moment, back to self-reflection. For 
the most important lesson that we are 
learning is that we are all responsible for 
ourselves. Yes, we can be, and are, 
victimized by a racist, sexist and ho-
mophobic world. Yes, loss and grieving 
are difficult burdens to bear. But through 
the eyes and experiences of those living 
in this epidemic, we have seen that 
keeping the focus on ourself is the way to 
make the journey of life, the way to 
minimize and avoid some of society's 
failures and follies. 
Self responsibility: this, in the end, 
is what each of us must deal with. 
Whether we are coping with a diagnosis 
of AIDS, negotiating safer sex, living 
with a loved one who is dying of AIDS, 
or just hanging on amid the fear and 
confusion of the world, we are respon-
sible for meeting our own needs. The 
blame the victim mentality of our world 
often takes the focus away from us and 
unfairly puts it on other people, places 
and things. 
See LESSONS, page 21 
CELEBRATING OUR 1ST ANNIVERSARY 
at Comerbrook 
343 Gorham Road 
South Portland 
773-2262 
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Well, I just returned from a week-
long trip to Orlando, Rorida. I spmt my 
week doing the typical tourist things: 
Disney Wodd,Sea Wodd,andtbebeacbes. 
Although I have been to Orlando many 
times, I don't think I have ever seen as 
many gays and lesbians as I did this time. 
It seemed that everywhere I went 
there were gay couples. After the first few 
days in Orlando I began to pay more atten-
tion. By the end of the week, I became 
convinced that Orlando is quickly becom-
ing a 'gay destination' - not in the same 
sense as Provincetown or Fire Island, but 
more as a • gay frienclly' place. 
So what' s the big attraction? Well, 
theattractionisalloftbe 'attractions.' The 
Odandoareaofferssomanydifferent1hings 
to see and do. Of course, Disney World is 
the central attraction. You could spend 
literally a full week here and not experi-
ence it all. About 25 years ago, disney 




MGM Studios, along with afourth park on 
the drawing board In addition, Disney 
World also has two water parks (fyphoon 
Lagoon and River Country), an evening 
entertainment complex (Pleasure Island), 
and a zoological are (Discover Island). 
Also located within the palk are about 20 
hotels, each with their own theme and 
ambience. 
You should plan on spending about 
3-4 days to cover the three theme parks 
here. And at least one evening (preferably 
a Thursday), you have to go to Pleasure 
Island Disney has created an entertain-
ment complex for adults. Pleasure Island 
contains 7 nightclubs: a country/western 
club, a comedy club, a jazz club, a 60' s/ 
70' s club (with "Go-Go" cages), a "Coun-
try Oub" club, and a dance club. On 
Thursdays, once homophobic Disney is 
now the scene of amixeddancec1ub called 
Mannequins, with a revolving dance floor 
and fantastic light show. At midnight e.ach 
night, there is a New Years Eve Party in 
the square with a live band and stage 
show with a countdown, fireworks and 
confetti. The atmosphere at Pleasure 
Island is relaxed and very • gay friendly.' 
I am convinced that the change in 
attitude at Disney has a lot to do with the 
fact that a very large percentage of their 
employees are gay. Disney personnel 
policies strictly prohibit any kind of dis-
crimination based on sexual preference. 
I have never seen so many good looking 
male employees as I have seen at Disney 
World, especially at Pleasure Island! 
After you have been 'Disney' ed' 
to death, there are plenty of other things 
to see and do in the Orlando area For 
beaches, you are about 75 minutes drive 
from Daytona Beach or60 minutes drive 
from Cocoa Beach. Daytona Beach of-
fers a drive-on beach. For $3 a day you 
can drive your car onto the beach, fin4 a 
nice spot, park it, and watch the continu-
ous parade of cuties up and dow!!- th 
beach. Cocoa Beach is a little more 
sedate. 
And don't forget such places as 
Sea World, worth about 3/4 of a day, or 
Universal.Studios, worthafullday. There 
are also water parks, outlet shopping 
malls, souvenir shops and restaurants 
everywhere you go. In the middle of all 
this activity, plan to take a day off and 
relax, sit by the pool and· work on your 
tan. If you don't, you won't make it the 
rest of the week and you'll end up going 
home more tired than when you arrived. 
For a 'gay friendly' vacation in 




Goddes.s Creations • Books •Art• Fashions 
Jewelry • Stones • Pottery • Essences • Herbal Care 
~ 7 4 India Street Portland, ME (207) 87-1-0273 ~ 
~ Open: Tues-Sat l0am-5 pm 
We ne.ed to advocate for our rights 
aspeoplewithHIV. Eachofusneedsto 
stand up to the monster of homophobia 
in our own lives. Every individual must 
make bis or her own choices about bow 
to live and bow to nurture oneself, physi-
cally and spiritually. This is not to 
exonerate society and its problems. This 
is just to grasp the reality that each of us 
in charge of our own life - no matter bow 
it may appear. 
1bis is the last in this series of 
articles. We have used the epidemic as 
a mirror and it bas shown us some of the 
things we are learning about ourselves 
including the basic assumptions we live 
by, and the core values of our culture. It 
bas pointed out that we suffer from rac-
ism, sexism and homophobia. We have 
learned about the Patriarchy - our Supra 
culture. 
When we looked at sexuality, we 
saw that human beings are sexual 
throughout their lives. Sexual orienta-
tion is varied - homosexuals, bisexuals 
and heterosexuals have always existed 
but have been hidden becarise of ho-
mophobia. Most people enjoy sex - but 
are uncomfortable talking about it. 
TO YOUR HEALTH: 
~aginitis demystified 
Part Two 
By Peaches Bass 
(Last month this column. discussed 
the anatomy and physiology of the va-
gina and monilia, or yeast infection. 
This month, we'll cover other vaginal 
infections and their prevention.) 
Another type of vaginitis is 
trichomoniasis, or trich (pronounced 
''trick") for short, which is named for the 
one-celled protozoan that causes it. Tdch 
is knownforit uncomfortable discharge. 
Often frothy, the discharge ranges from 
white to yellowish to greenish; like 
monilia, the trich discharge causes itch 
and irritation of the vulva. Burning with 
urination may occur; in fact, tri-
chomonads, as the protozoans are called, 
canbc; transmitted between during sexual 
activity if secretions from one woman 
reach her partner's vulva. Bisexual 
women should note that although men 
do not feel symptoms, they often carry 
trichomonads in the urethra or prostate 
gland, and so men can infect women 
during penile-vaginal intercourse. 
Theincubationperiodisaboutfour 
to twenty-eight days after contact. Tri ch 
can be caught from wet washcloths, tow-
els, and sometimes bed linen soiled with 
discharge. Some experts say that due to 
•• a a a a a a s 
WehavelearnedthatAIDS dispro-
portionately affects minorities - Afri-
can- Americans, IDU' s, Latinos, Gay 
men. Members of these communities 
have bad to fight valiantly for the care 
they ne.ed in dealing with HIV 
. The epidemic has taught us that 
addiction is a disease - not a moral issue. 
We know that there is very little treat-
ment available for addicts. Treatment 
on demand bas become an important 
issue for all of us working in this epi-
demic. 
1HEREFORE, AFfER LOOK-
ING AT 1HE EPIDEMIC WE CAN 
SEE 1HA T 1HE INFORMA TIONWE 
HAVE LEARNED ABOUT IS RE-
ALLY GOOD NEWS FOR US BE-
CAUSE IT ALLOWS US TO SEE 
CLEARLY WHO WE ARE AS A 
PEOPLE AND HOW WE CAN 
CHANGE 
So, as we close out this series, let 
each of us reflect on our own life and 
bring to it all the joy and love that is 
humanly possible! 
Next month I'll begin a column on 
living day by day in a homophobic world 
and I' 11 be looking for your input. M 
trich' s preference for a warm, moist en-
vironment, it can also be transmitted in 
whirlpools and other public baths. Also, 
when a rise in the vaginal pH occun, 
causing an alkaline environment, trich 
will flourish. The causes for the rise in 
pH are the same ones previously noted · 
for monilia infections: physical and 
emotional stress, soaps/peifumes/bubble 
baths, too much douching, and exces-
sive sugar in the body cells. 
In terms of diagnosis, the oval-
shaped cells with their four distinctive 
whiplike strands (flagella) are easy to 
identify by viewing a wet smear of dis-
charge under the microscope. A specu-
lum exam of the vagina will often show 
the cervix to be coated with discharge 
and covered with tiny red spots, giving a 
strawberry-like appearance. 
Mild tricb may be treated with a 
yogurt, vinegar-water, or Lactinex 
douche. Lactinex is granulated lactoba-
cilli, and is soldoverthecounterin some 
drugstores. An un-nicked clove of gar-
lic, wrapped in a piece of g8117.C, can be 
used as a suppository. One clove every 
12-24 hours for a week.is recommended. 
A douche of goldenseal and myrrh tea, 
or goldenseal alone, is thought to have 
some effect. 
Unfortunately, trichomonads are 
hearty, and if the infection has become 
fi rmly establisbed,herbal and home rem-
edies may not work. A controversial 
a a a a a a a 
Gay florist murdered 
in Bath 
by Bruce BaJbom 
Melvin Henderson, owner of 
Kennebec Greenhouse, was found shot 
through the head in his North Street 
greenhouse in Bath, Maine, on Thurs-
day, May 5th. The possibility exists that 
this murder is also a bate crime. Mark 
Gessner, the confessed killer, who was 
arrested the next day, told bis friend 
Darrel Ricker that ''be wanted to kill the 
other queer. lshot one this morning." It 
is not known who Gessner was referring 
to when he said "the other queer." 
Gessner, 30, workedfor Henderson when 
he was a teenager. 
CPR contacted Herb Gessner, 
Mark's father, and asked him what the 
connection was between Henderson's 
sexual orientation and the shooting. He 
had no comment. 
Likewise, Darrel Ricker and bis 
family would not comment. M 
prescription drug, generically known as 
metronidazole, is an effective oral treat-
ment in most cases. It is also known by 
the brand names Flagyl, Metryl, and 
Protostat, but generic is just as good. 
The dosages vary from one large amount 
taken all at once to smaller amounts 
taken over several days. 
The controyersy centers on 
metronidazole' s safety and side effects. 
It can cause upset stomach, dianhea, 
headaches, joint pain or limb numbness, 
and a tinny taste in the mouth. Some 
disputed studies found it to cause cancer 
in lab rats. Because it lowers the white 
blood cell count, it should not be used 
repeatedly over short periods of time. 
AlcohQl cannot be consumed while tak-
ing metronidazole because it will cause 
violent nausea and vomiting. Nonethe-
less, it's the treatment of choice becaus_e 
it WOJXS, and a woman can only take so 
much discomfort. Some alternatives to 
metronidazole are sulfa creams, which 
See HEAL TH, page 22 
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'We invite you to spentf an 
·out of tliis 'WorU" weetend 
witfi: 
SONIA JOHNSON 
~uthor of: From Housewife to Heretic 
Going Out of Our Minds 
The Ship that Sailed Into 
the Li.ving Room 
Date: September 23-25, 1994 
Place: Camp Kieve~ Nobleboro, ME. 
Cost: $265.00 per person 
The weekend includes two days of 
interacting with Sonia and attending 
her energizing, empowering, thought 
provocative workshops. Tuition 
includes lodging and meals. 
Reservations: Gloria Krellman 
RRl, Box 1145 
Woolwich ME 04579 
207 442-7061 
Simple and Elegant 
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Prosthetics & Orthotics 
For private consultatlon/ftttlngs Call (800 )872-8779 
Let me help you with those personal items. 
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8IDriiqJ 1• pport group co- ordination Cor 
ilar:NI: 
• Trampnder/Gender l)ylphoria 
• Role Identification 
• Gender • Semallty 
• Spirituality • Lire purpoae 
Bimonthly meetlnp 5-6:30 p.m, 
$.lS'pv Nllion. Limit 6 per group 
Call Cor interview. 
,- St~et~ closes doors 
~ June 3rd for 
V special event 
FonnaJ attire suggested 
Bring the woman you should 
have brought. 
Buffet - Prizes - Crowns 
Decorations Galore 
Tickets - $5.00 each 
HOUSE FOR RENT 
MKNOX (45 minutes from Bangor; 35 
from Waterville; 20 from Belfast): Half 
of renovated f armhouse--wonderful 
living space, great views. Cozy, well-
ins11lated. Oil beat, vinyl replacement 
windows. Kitchen appliances, 
dishwasher, clothes washer & dryer, 1V 
antennaprovided. $425. 568-3597. M 
OFFICE FOR RENT 
Large, sunny office space in historic 
State Tbealer building, 6th floor. 
Great views. Office is next to CPR 
office. $150/montb plus electric. Call 
879-1342. M 
HOUSES IQ SHARE 
M B,tlaud m,t; Male, 2 cats and 
lilacs have Podland home in wooded 
lll'C(l, 4 miles from city center. Three . . 
bedrooms, garaged parking, separate 
phone line, woodstove. Willing to 
RE.vONSE cont. fNm pg. 5 
'1t is clear, however, that the goal 
of Concerned Maine Families is to de-
prive the gay and lesbian community of 
the equal rights to basic consti~tional 
and statutoryprotedionsin employment, 
housing, credit and public accommoda-
tions. Your campaign is based entirely 
onbatefulstereotypesandlhetoricwhich 
contributes to the rising tide of violence 
against gay men and lesbians in this 
state. Because of your fundamental dis-
regard for basic human rights, it is not 
possible to sign any agreement with your 
organization. Your actions and litera-
ture promoting bate speak louder than 
your political Ihetoric denying a cam-
paign of hate." M 
See Analysis by B. Balboni, page 9. 
Friday, June 10th 
8-11 P.M. 
Cover - $3.00 
Featuring original songs 
by both artists. 
Bring your voice & stage moves -
join Sisten Backup Singers 
4S Danfortll St. 4S Durorth SL 
774-15115 POSmvE ID REQUIRED 174-1505 
0 a a apage22 
exchange your help with household & 
property upkeep for reduced rent. Call 
797-8488. M 
M RICHMOND: Two professional 
lesbians looking for another to share 
spacious antique cape in Richmond, 
Maine. Easy access to 1-95. Lots of 
garden space. Pets negotiable, sense of 
humoramusl $275/month + 1/3 utilities. 
Call 737-8153. M 
HELPWANTED 
M Women' sBed &Breakfast Inn seeks 
full-time housekeeping staff. 30-40 
hours/week, $7.50/hour to start plus 
· . excellent tips. Cleaning, breakfast help, 
light maintenance. Call the 
HIGHLANDS INN, in New Hampshire 
at (603)869-3978. M 
TRAVEI,JVACATIQN 
M LESBIAN PARADISE I 20 
charming rooms, 100 mountain acres, 
CANDIDA n:s, cont. from pg. 7 
In House District 138 (West 
Enfield), Vanessa Nutter Bruce (D) is 
challenging the incumbent, James 
Dudley (D). Dudley bas consistently 
opposed the gay-rights bill. Bruce has 
been endorsed by N.O.W. and is a 
definite "YES" to gay-rights. 
In House District 145 (Presque 
Isle), Martha Grant (D) is running 
against James Dunleavy (D). Grant 
supports gay rights. Dunleavy' s phone 
has been disconnected and he's anti-
choice. 
In House District 151 (Eagle 
Lake, Fort Kent), Shirlee Connors-
Carls (R) supports the gay-rights bill. 
Her opponent, John Brown (R), has an 
unlisted phone number and he didn't 
answer the N.O.W. survey. 
The choice i s yours. Be sure to 
vote on Tuesday)une 14th. M 
pool, bot tub, biking/skiing trails, yummy 
breakfasts, peace and privacy. We're 
your perfect vacation choice year 
round! Week-long and midweek 
discounts. HIGHLANDS INN, Box 
1180P, Bethlehem, NH 03574, (603) 
869-3978. M 
FOR SALE 
MLarge, 3'4" x 6' surface, wooden 
office desk. Great condition. Six side 
drawers plus file drawer. Large center 
drawer. Excellent layout or design 
top. $150 or best offer. Call 879-
1342. Leave message. M 
WOMEN SUPPORTING 
WQ~N 
MLooking for donations ~or loans 
to sponsor a Women's Health Fair in 
October of 1994. Call or write: 
Gloria Krellman, RR #1, Box 1145, 
Woolwich, Maine 04579. 442-7061. 
M 
TACTIC, coat. from Pl· 8 
rested for molesting fem ale children. 
97% of the offenders are male, and all 
studies on offenders show that even 
when the victims are male, the perpe .. 
trators self-define as heterosexual. The 
majority of molesters are most likely 
to have adult relationships with fe-
males - whether they are molesting 
boys OR girls!" 
Hollander stated that she bas per-
sonally given this information to 
Cosby. Cosby deliberately ignores it 
and prints false information about one 
of the most explosive issues of our 
time - child molestation. This false 
information has no other purpose than 
to promote the hatred of gay people. 
Cosby then asks for principled and 
civil debate. In Cosby's own words-
Y.Ql.l. be the judge. M 
Licensed Clinical SQClal Worker 
General Praetke • lndh1d~ ·&Groups• EducaUon & ~taflom 
Specialties include ... 
chil~ood abuse issues• anger management• women's issues 
759-0284 
Portland's largest selection 
of Classic, Foreign & Cult 
Films con video. 
I I · 
~Q~pe~~e! inc. 
"It's common sense" 
424 Fore Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
(207) 871-0356 
Norma Kraus Eule 
~w.~w 
Lian~d Clinical Social Worker 
Individual, Group and 
Rtlationsl,ip Therapy 
· 10 Minot Avenue 









Nicholas Seferlis Marianne Trottier 
MS, L.C.P.C. MS, L.C.P.C. 
ft :.~~-~~~i 
Lict:-d S,,bslonct: Abuse Counselor 
Individual and Group Therapy 
for Addictions, Codependence 
and Family-of-Origin issues. 
Specializing in the healing of 
childhood wounds. 





C"tt'"-5 · 6,5, .. 
.: · · Information .Services 
Edward Mellen 
:, , System Operator 
207 / 879-1026 Voice 
207 / 77~9..2 Fax 
1_-800-49S.:0077 #2131 Pager 
' 2071879-8740 Modem 
- ~ \ 118 Winter Street , 
SuitelR 
Portland, Maine 04102 
., womensnace 
~ . COUN~ELING CENTER 
') I' • 
.Joanne H. Clarey Ed.D~, L.C.;P.C.: 
871-0377 
Vivian L. Wadas M~A., L.C.P.C. 
774-2403· 
HONtCK · O'TOOlt 
Certified Fifty Portland PO Box 7980 
Public Portland Maine Portland. Maine 
Accountanta Pier 04101 04112 
(207) 774-0882 Fax 773-2047 
Peter J. Callnan, CPA 
Advertisers make it possible for CPR to exist. Please 
support our friends in the business community . 
. <'[ . .... / · 
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This is the year we elect a 
legislature that enacts a veto proof 
lunan rights bill. Dick Spencer 
shauld be part of that effort. Beyond 
9181 He looks forward to working 
11111 you on reducing suicide rates 
among gay and lesbian youth, 
atllessing the health care J 
mncems of gays and lesbians and 
ensuring fairness for domestic 
padnefs in insurance and retirement 
benefits. Dick Spencer will actively 
oppose any statewide effort to 
repeat Portland's human rights 
ordinance. 
in 1975, serving as a freshman 
legislator and having been 
appointed chairperson of the 
Jtdciary Committee, Dick 
developed a reputation of bringing 
people together and getting things 
done~ He provided the leadership 
for fhe. first revision of Maine's 
criminal code in 150 years. Part of 
this revision eliminated from Maine 
Jaw all crimes involving consensual 
sexuaJ conduct between adults. • ick Spencer now needs your 
support in Portland's Senate District 
2.8 Democratic Primary. Lets vote 
YES for Dick Spencer on Tuesday, 
June 14th. 
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